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CHAPTER-I. 

INTRODUctiON 

The history of capitalism from the industrial revolution onwards is one of 

increasing differences in productivity and living conditions across different parts 

of the globe. According to one source, 250 years ago the difference in income or 

productivity per head between the richest and poorest country in the world was 

approximately 5:1, today this difference has increased to 400:1.1 

The prevailing view in economics nowadays is that technology'- rather than the 

accumulation of physical and human capital- accounts for most of the income 

and growth differences across countries2• Economic growth is driven by 

advances in technology, that is, in ideas about how to produce more efficiently. 

Consequently, a country is poor because it does not have access to the ideas that 

are used in industrial nations to generate economic value. The fact is that the G- · 

'J3 countries account for about 90 per cent of the world's spending in research and 

development activities aimed at creating new innovations. They also produce 90 

per cent of all the patents granted in the United States. 

It is only recently that economists have looked into the effects of these 

inequalities (particularly income inequalities) over the growth pattern of . 

different countries. The emergence of every new technology creates new 

relations of production. The old order gives way to the new, but the institutions 

built around the old mode of production persist. The extant income inequalities 

make the diffusion pattern of these technologies very much skewed. This in turn 

1 Sec Landes (1998), p-13. 

2 See, e.g., Easterly (2001), Easterly and Levine (2001) 
3 G-7 industrial economies-the United Slates, Canada, Japan, France, Germany, Italy, and the 
United Kingdom. 
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makes it even more difficult for the already disadvantaged ones to pick up the 

innovations. This may not always be the case, since the. skill-bias of each 

technology always does not depend upon the tacit skill base. The technology 

frontiers do Jl.ift in favour of the nations at the backwaters of 
J! 

underdevelop~ent. But, the new information and communication technologies 

show a very disturbing trend. Being networked technologies, they had promised 

faster diffusion. However, new patterns of inequalities are emerging. 

1.1 Relationship between GPT4 and Growth: An Evolutionary Perspective 

Economic growth is driven by many factors: economic, political, and cultural. 

While economists have traditionally emphasised the role of accumulation of 

conventional inputs (e.g. labour, and capital) as the primary force behind output 

expansion, more recently greater attention has been paid to political. and 

technological factors5• Economic historians have placed great weight on 

technology as a force of change.6 Macroeconomists, on the other hand, used to 

downplay its role, mostly due to the inability to analyse forces that shape 

technological change. In recent years, however, this attitude has changed. 

Following Romer (1990), Grossman and Helpman (1991), and Aghion and 

Howitt (1992), many macroeconomic studies now place technological progress at 

the centre of the growth process. This change has been triggered by theoretical 

developments that allow micro-economic aspects of innovation7 to be linked 

with macroeconomic outcomes. 

4 GPT stands for "General PurpoS<! Technology", to lx! defined lat<!r on in 'this S<!dion. 
5 Sc<! for example, Aghion and How ill (1992), Helpman (1998) 
6 &!<!,<!.g., Land<!S (1969), RoS<!nlx!rg (1982), and Mokyr (1990) 
7 Innovation ne<!ds to be distinguished from invention (disn>V<!ry): "As long as lh<!Y ar<! not 
carried out into practice, inventions arc economically irrdevanl And to carry any improv<!ment 
inlo <!ffccl is a task entirely diff<!rcnt from the inventing of il, and a task, moreov<•r, r<!quiring 
entirely different kinds of aptitudes. Allhough entrepreneurs may of course be inventors just as 
th<!y may lx! capitalists, they are inventors nol by nature of their function but by coincid<!nce and 
vice versa." (Schumpelcr 1934, p. 89} 
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1.1.1 Schumpeterian Perspect~ve of Growth 

The basic premise, which characterises Schumpeterian approach, is that, growth 

is driven by innovation and its gradual diffusion. For more almost fifty years, 

from the beginning of the 1900s until his death in 1950, Schumpeter was the 

leading academic protagonist for an "evolutionary"8 approach to long-run 

economic development. Schumpeter's approach may be seen as an interesting 

amalgam of the main approaches that he encountered as a student in Vienna 

around the turn of the century, namely Marxism, the (German) historical school 

in economics and the (emerging) neoclassical strand. From Marx he took the 

dynamic outlook; from the historical school the emphasis on historical specificity 

(with respect to technology, industry I sector, institutions and so on) and from the 

neoclassicals the need for a micro-based approach, in which evolution is 

explained through the interaction of individual actors, rather than through some 

metaphysical force that works its way through history. With evolution 

Schumpeter meant qualitative, economic change brought about through 

innovation. Or, in his own words: "Tite clza11ges in tlte economic process brought 

about by imwvatiou, togetlter with all tlteir effects, and tlze response to them by tile 

economic system, we shall desiguate by tlte term Economic Evolutiou"9 • In this attempt 

Schumpeter was heavily influenced by the dynamic vision that he found in 

Marx' works.10 

8 Broadly speaking, emphasis on- a) innovation as the driving force behind economic, social and 
institutional change, b) the central role played by capitalist firms in this process and c) a historical 
perspective, characterize the approach. 
9 Schumpctcr 1939, voi.I, p.86 
1o For a comparative discussion of th<! works by Marx and SchumpetN sc<! Elioll (1984). 
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According to the evolutionary economists, there is a consensus that growth is 

driven by innovations or technological progress.tt. The incremental nature of 

technological progress has been well documented by economic historians.J2 But 

so were major path-breaking inventions that had far-reaching and prolonged 

implications, such as the steam engine, electricity, and the computer.B This has 

parallels with the Kuhniant4 conception of the history of science. Incremental 

innovations, along with imitation activities (diffusion), sustain economic growth; 

but, the spurt in the growth patterns is almost always associated with a drastic 

innovation of far reaching proportions. 

1.2 General Purpose Technologies (GPTs) 

We shall qualify these drastic innovations alluded to earlier in the previous 

section, as general purpose tec/mologies (GPTs). An innovation is known as a GPT if 

it has the potential for pervasive use in a wide range of sectors in ways that 

drastically change their modes of operation. To quote from Bresnahan and 

Trajtenberg (1995), who coined the term GPT and provided a highly original 

discussion of its usefulness, 

"Most GPTs play tlze role of "enabliug technologies", opening up new opportunities 

ratlzer than offering complete, final solutions. For example, the productivity gains 

associatr.d witlt tlze iutroductious ill mauufacturiug were uot limited to a reductiou iu 

II This pr<!on:upation with t<!chnology (the so <:ailed n<!o-technological approcu:h) is actually th<! 
revival of a old tradition rather than a new one. For, <!Ven during th<! y<•urs when 
macnx!conomisloo; shi<!d awuy from l<!Chnological progres.oo; there were oth<•r <•n>nomists, such as 
Christopher Freeman, Zvi Grilliches, Edwin Mansfield and Nathan Rosenberg, who studied the 
economic aspecloo; of l<!chnology. (Helpman, E. (1998), p. 2) 
12 S<!e Roscnb<!rg (1982). 
13 S<!e von Tunz.elmann (1978) on steam engine, Du Boff (1967) on electricity, and David (1991) on 
the panall<!ls b<!Lween d<!clricity and the computer. 
14 Kuhn (1962), in The Structure of Scientific Revolutions spoke about the paradigm shifts, in a 
similar fashion. 
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energy costs. T/ze new energy sources fostered tlze more efficient design of factories, 

taking advantage of t/ze new found flexibility of electric pmver. Similarly, tlze users of 

micro-electronics benefit from tlze surging power of silicon by wrapping around tire 

integrated circuits their own tee/mica/ advauces. This plreuomellOil involves what we call 

"imwvatioual complemeutarities" (/C), tltat is, tire productivity of R&D iu ·a 
' dowustream sector increases as a co11sequeuce of imrovatio11 ;,; tire GPT tec/mology. 

TIU!se complementarities magnify tire effects of innovation in t/U! GPT and help propagate 

tlrem tllrougllout t/U! economy."(p. 84) 

This description makes clear two important features of drastic technological 

innovations that qualify as GPTsts: generality of purpose and innovational 

complementarities . .Some examples of the GPTs are: writing (first appeared in 

Sumerian Civilization), printing; use of the first metal- bronze; power delivery 

systems like, waterwheel, steam, electricity, internal combustion engine; and the 

recent information and communication technologies (ICTs) etc. 

1.2 Emergence of ICTs: the New GPT 

In the latter part of the twentieth century, information and communication 

technologies (ICTs) came to be used everywhere-in offices, factories, and 

homes-and transformed the way things are done in activities as diverse as jet 

aircraft design, document production, and home entertainment. These 

technologies have also improved tremendously, as evidenced, for instance, by 

the quick succession of more powerful computers with faster processors, greater 

storage capacity, and so forth. The use of computers in diverse applications is 

similar to the use of earlier technologies, such as steam and electricity, and 

ts There haV<! b<!<!n many similar approachl!S propoundl!d by S<!Vl!ral ulher aulhors, naml!ly, 
"lm:hnocconomic paradigm" (TEP), a somewhul broader mne<!pllhan CPT, hy Fr<!l!mdn, Clark, 
t~nd Slx!l<! (1982); "macro invlmliuns" of Mokyr (1990); "lmahlint~ le<:hnulogil!S" of LipS<!Y und 
B<!ker (1995), etc. 
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looking at the evolution of those older technologies is necessary to understand 

both how computers diffused .through the economy and the effects they were 

likely to have on it. 

Innis (1951, 1972) was the first economist to treat information and 

communication technologies (ICfs) as the fundamental technology from which 

all major technological achievements of our time flow.I 6 His ICfs have three 

basic characteristics: to store, to transmit, and to reproduce information. 

The latest ICT revolution is being driven by the electronic computer in many and 

varied forms. 17 To speak briefly, ICTs encompass, computers and automatic data 

processing machines, including, micro-electronics and associated equipment; all 

collection, storage, retrieval, and dissemination media and modes such as CD

ROM, optical discs etc.; telecommunication devices, network linkages (local and 

wide-band); software (standard and customized); and internet. Thus, as 
··:· 

Helpman et al. (1998) have said ICTs qualify to be GPTs by any defination. 

1.3 Aspects of Diffusion of GPTs and Inequality 

Diffusion of innovations can be said to be the most important factor to account 

for the differential growth patterns seen across the world~ Taking a 

Schumpeterian perspective, we can assume that technological innovations are 

the sustaining force of economic growth. The diffusion of any GPT creates newer 

kinds of inequalities in the.society. There are many reasons for this phenomenon: 

diffusion of innovation itself creates divisions in the society among the people at 

various stages of adoption; monopoly rents 18 equip the pioneers better to adopt 

16 He did not use the term GPT explicitly. Dudh!y (1995} followed his framework. 
17 For a survey of ICTs, see Greenwood (1997}. 
18 Monopoly rent is the windfall accruing to the piom!er who virtually reaps th<! monopoly 
lx!nefits out of the adoption of th<! innovation. 
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the newer technologies coming in the same GPT; skill-bias associated with any 

~PT tends to exacerbate the pressure on the human capital, which in turn 

distorts the wage inequality scenario etc. 

1.3.1. Diffusion of Innovations 

Diffusion is the process by which an innovation is communicated through certain 

channels over time among the members of a social system. Diffusion is a special 

type of communication concerned with the spread of messages that are 

perceived as new ideas. The four main elements in the diffusion of new ideas are 

(1) the innovation, (2) communication channels, (3) time, and (4) the social 

system.19 

The stages through which a technological innovation passes are: 

• knowledge (exposure to its existence, and understanding of its functions); 

• persuasion (the forming of a favourable attitude to it); 

• decision (commitment to its adoption); 

• implementation (putting it to use); and 

• confirmation (reinforcement based on positive outcomes from it). 

Early knowers generally are more highly educated, have higher social status, are 

more open to both mass media and interpersonal channels of communication, 

and have more contact with change agents. Mass media channels are relatively 

more important at the knowledge stage, whereas interpersonal channels are 

relatively more important at the persuasion stage. 

19 Ro!~Ns E.M. (198:\), pp.B 
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Important characteristics of an innovation include: 

• relative advantage (the degree to which it is perceived to be better than 

what it supersedes); 

• compatibility (consistency with existing values, past experiences and 

needs); 

• complexity (difficulty of understanding and use); 

• trialability (the degree to which it can be experimented with on a limited 

basis); 

• observability (the visibility of its results). 

Different adopter categories are identified as: 

• innovators (venturesome); 

• early adopters (respectable); 

• early majority (deliberate); 

• late majority (sceptical); 

• laggards (traditional). 

Earlier adopting individuals tend not to be different in age, but to have more 

years of education, higher social status and upward social mobility, be in larger 

organisations, have greater empathy, less dogmatism, a greater ability to deal 

with abstractions, greater rationality, greater intelligence, a greater ability to cope 

with uncertainty and risk, higher aspirations, more contact with other people, 

greater exposure to both mass media and interpersonal communications 

channels and engage in more active information seeking. 
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1.3.2. Skill Bias and GPTs 

Since, GPTs are the overwhelming technological paradigm of every epoch, and 

the fact that they almost always require specialised skills for an adopter to use it, 

they create a division between the skilled and the unskilled. 

In this connection, over the past two decades the economic literature2° has 

offered an explanation of this empirical evidence based on the so-called "Skill 

Biased Technological Change" (SBTC) hypothesis, according to which the reason 

for the upskilling of the labour force is the non-neutrality of technological 

change, which benefits skilled labour more than other production factors. 

Because technology is complementary to skills, acceleration in the rate of 

technological change increases the demand for skilled labour; yet it is also true 

that an increase in the supply of skills induces faster technological change.21 

One explanation put forward by economists to reconcile these facts hinges on the 

nature of technological change over the past two decades. Indeed, whilst the 

phenomenon of SBTC appears to be a long-term historical trend 22, the diffusion 

of Information and Communication Technology (ICT) seems to have given n<>w 

impetus to the substitution of unskilled workers with skilled ones. As 

technologies like ICT proved successful in raising the marginal productivity of 

skilled labour relative to unskilled labour, they also made it relatively murt: 

economical to employ skilled workers in place of unskilled ones. Accordingly, 

Michel and Bernstein (1966) and Wood (1995) argue that the 1980s witnessed 

acceleration in SBTC which resulted in rising skill premia23 in many countries24• 

211 5<•(! S(!dion 1.4 in this chaph!r. 
ll &~(',among oth(!rs, Gmim!r ct al., (2tXH) 
l2 5<!(! N(!IS(Ul and Wint(!r, 1982; Dnsi, 1988; Goldin and Katz, 1998, Von Tunz(•lmann and 
And(!rson, (1998). 
2.1 Defined as the ratio betwc!cm the wagc!s c!arn(!d by high-skillc!d workc!rs and the wagc!s earned 
by low-skill(!d workers. 
24 Sc!e aiS(l Aghion and Hnwill, (2tXl2}. 
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However, since the evidence for this acceleration is mixed25, one might contend 

that~ within a multi-sector framework, it is mostly the sector bias of technological 

change that is in operation, rather than the factor bias usually mentioned by 

labour economists. This explanation is consistent with empirical evidence 

supporting the SBTC hypothesis for high-tech countries (such as the US and the 

UK) but not for medium or low-tech ones. 

Given that the lit 

a certain factor o 

others26, some re 

of the skill bias. 

chang£' favours 

1 sectors than in 

1ry explanations 

re connected to 

globalisation27, whereas among industrial and managerial economists they 

concern the reorganisation of production. 

1.5 Survey of Literature 

The recent increase in economic inequality in most developed countries has been 

attributed to the diffusion of information technology, especially computers, 

raising the wage premium for computerprogrammers and, in general, computer 

literate people (see, for example, Acernoglu 2002a). 

zs 5<!<! Au tor et al., (1998). 
26 S<•1! Hask<!l and Slaught<!r, (2002) 
27 This strand of lit<!ralur<! supporlo; the hypothesis thcll increased volumes of world trad<' and FDI 
cau~· a n•tlll<x:ation of th<! labour forn•, shifting adivilies involving unskilled wnrkl'rs towards 
.th1! least devdop<!d muntri<!S, whil<! at:livilii!S involving the production of skill-inl<•nsive g<x>ds 
r<!main in d<!Vdop<!d counlri<!S (W<x>d, 1994; for an <!mpiricaltesl on Italian data ~!<' Manas.<;~! et 
al., 2003). Owing lo a lack of data, testing this hypothesis empirically is often a difficult 
undertaking; however, some studies on the subject have not found a strong support for this 
<'X planation of the skill bias (S<!I! Slaughter; 2<X>O; Piva and Vivar<!lli, 2002 and 2<X>4). 
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The skill-biased technological-change hypothesis is based on the assumption that 

there is a complementarity between skills and new technologies. Several models 

have provided a formal way to interpret this hypothesis, including Krussell et al 

(1997), Vindigni (2002), Acemoglu and Pieshcke (2000) and Card and Lemieux 

(2000), Bound & Johnson (1992), Schmitt (1999). Caselli's (1999) approach is more 

flexible and sophisticated, since instead of focusing on the substitutability 

between skilled and unskilled labour or skill-complementary technology, he 

focused on substitutability amoug teclmologies, where technological change is 

produced by substitution between types of capital. Technological change can be 

skill biased (if new skills are more expensive to acquire than the skills required 

by pre-existing technologies, i.e. information technologies) or de-skilling (if the 

new skills can be acquired at a lower cost than the pre-existing technologies, i.e. 

assembly line). Aghion and Williamson (1998), while a~knowledging that the 

drivers of inequality are little understood, st111 argue that one of the factors that 

pushed income inequality up has been technological change. 

Other researchers have focused on other explanatic;::; for the increase in 

inequality. Acemoglu (2002b) compares changes in the wage structure in the 

United States, the United Kingdom and Continental Europe. While he agrees 

with the fact that wage inequality rose because the demand for high skilled 

workers increased relative to their supply, he raises the question of why the 

process has been different in Europe. He gives three explanations. One is that 

relative supply of skills increased faster in Europe accounting for less increaseQ 

in inequality. Second, the European wage institutions (such as unions) have 

helped to prevent rising inequalities. The third explanation, non-traditional, 

suggests that technical change has been less skill biased in Europe, maybe due to 

different explanatory factors: countries develop their own technologies which are 

less skill-biased or that those countries may lag behind the world technology 

frontier having different incentives to adopt new technologies. In this sense, and 
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due to wage compression in Europe, firms may find it more profitable to adopt 

new technologies that fit more unskilled workers. Consequently, job creation is 

less profitable in Europe and in the long run, it manifests in the increase of 

unemployment. 

In terms of empirical work, Krueger (1993) found evidence that employ{_>es that 

directly use computers at work earn higher salaries. Because highly educated 

workers are more likely to use computers on the job, the proliferation of 

<:omputers (technological change) explains, according to this author, the 

increasing returns to education between 1984 and 1989. Au tor et al (1991) follow 

along similar Lines, and find that the diffusion of computers explains 40% of the 

changes in wages toward college graduates, while investments in computers 

accounts for at least 30% in the increase in the rate of within-industry skill 

upgrading. Challenging these findings, DiNardo and Pischke (1997) believe that 

the causal effects of computer use on wages are not so straightforward. Applying 

similar statistical techniques to those used by Krueger, they illustrate that the 

wage differentials associated with the use of calculators, a telephone; a pen~ .. :'. 

pencil, or even sitting on the job, are very similar to those measured by romputer 

use. Instead, their results suggest that computer users have unobserved skills 

which may have little to do with the use of computers but that are rewarded in 

labour markets, or that computers were introduced in jobs that were already of 

higher wages. 

Borghans and ter Weel (2002) take a different approach. They start from the 

observation that computer use increases individual productivity as well as the 

supply of goods. They argue that the maximum level of wage inequality depends 

on the distribution of productivity of workers within and between groups. In the 

initial phase, wage inequality tends to increase. In the long run, wage inequality 

tends to decrease depending on the productivity gains from using computers. 
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These authors also explore a related issue. They wonder if computer skills are 

really needed to use a computer. They conclude that computer skills in general 

do not yield significant labour market returns, unless we refer to the highest level 
-· 

of sophistication in the use of computers, which is not widespread. 

Acemoglu and Zilibotti (2001) are concerned with differences in productivity 

between the developed and developing countries. The differences arise because 

most technologies adopted by developing countries are developed in the 

industrialized countries and thus are designed to make optimal use of the skilled 

labour force. In less developed countries, the workforce is less skilled, and so less 

productive. The obvious consequence is that even if all countries have equal 

access to new technologies, the mismatch between skills and technologies leads 

to differences in total factor productivity. Other problems associated with less 

developed countries are the following: the specialization of the South in low 

skilled tasks, and the lack of poor intellectual property rights enforcement. In 

response to these issues they suggest that protecting property rights and 

educating the labour force would lead !~ co:werg~nce and income and 

productivity inequalities would stabilize. 

The literature on wage inequality and technological change isvast. However, the 

perspectives taken tend to follow the skill-biased technological change 

hypothesis, with modelling and empirical variation on the same ther:ne. The 

relationship between inequality and diffusion is taken from the ~rspective of 

the production side of the economy. The issue of how inequality influences the 

adoption of technologies of consumption is seldom studied and there is a ·clear 

lack of empirical models and data to illustrate it. The question is also rarely 

analyzed at the level of cross-country comparisons and the, possibly, more 

complex relationship between technological change and inequality is not 

commonly acknowledged. Still, as we will briefly see below, there are exceptions. 
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Sachs (2002) in a recent speech talked about the global innovation divide and 

characterized poor countries as "the excluded poor" and suggested that the 

international community should support their science and technology needs by 

doing something about those countries trapped by extreme poverty, 

geographical isolation and ecological distress. Similarly, Castells (1998) has 

identified the fourth world, as those countries that are pretty much excluded 

from the ICf revolution. In many different aspects, he is concerned with what 

has been named tire iuformatiou age. Castells believes that an escape from this 

fourth world (the excluded poor for Sachs) is possible, but it would require 

massive technological upgrading of countries, firms and households, upgrading 

of the educational system, establishing a world wide networ!' of science nne 

technology and reversing the marginalization of entire countries, cities or 

neighbourhoods. 

Pippa Norris (2001) is preoccupied with the root causes and the consequences of 

the inequalities that characterized the first decade of the Internet. In relation to 

inequality or the digital divide as a multidimensional phenomenon, she 

considers three different aspects: the global divide or divergence of Internet 

access between developing and industrialized countries, the socialdivide or the 

gap between information rich and poor in each country, and the democratic 

divide, which is the difference between those who use and do not use digital 

resources to engage in public life. Her interest in inequalities deals with relative 

inequalities and whether there are special barriers to using digital technologies 

and if a technologies such as the Internet have similar disparities in the 

penetration of older communication technologies. 

Harp,ittai (1999) looks at Internet connectivity differences across OECD countries, 
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suggesting that even among these "more similar countries", it is possible to find 

differences in relation to Internet connectivity. This study indicates that there are 

several factors that influence the process of diffusion, among them economic 

indicators, human capital, the institutional legal environment, and the existing 

technological infrastructure. However, the empirical results demonstrate that 

economic wealth and telecommunications policy (understood as free competition 

or monopoly) are the most salient predictors of internet diffusion. 

Beilock and Dimitrova (2003) proposed an exploratory model of Internet 

diffusion across countries and found that income per capita plays an important 

role in the diffusion of access, as well as infrastructure and other non economic 

factors. 

1.5 Rationale of the Study: 

This literature review allows us to make a general assessment of the current body 

of literature. First, there i~ ~ zar in t!le analyses of the impact that income 

inequality may have in the diffusion of new technologies, viewed from the 

consumption side of the economy. Second, while there are some studies that do 

address the issue from a viewpoint that goes beyond the skill-biased 

technological change hypothesis (namely about the digital divide), there is a lack 

of general empirical work. Since, this study aims at a ~aero-economic impact 

assessment of diffusion of ICfs in the presence of ~ncome inequalities; its aim is 

rather broad. 
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1.6. Objectives: 

The aim of this study is to locate the income-inequality exacerbating aspects of 

diffusion of ICfs and then find out the determlnants of the unequal diffusion of 

ICfs through a cross-country study. 

1.7. Methodology and Data: 

The methodology followed here is explorative mostly. We take secondary data 

from the published literature to explore certain conjectures hypothesised in the 

first chapter. For the empirical analysis, the data for diffusion and 0 other 

contingent socio-economic variables have been taken from the World 

Development Indicators (WDI, 2003) database published by the World B'mk. The 

methodology followed while relating the socio-economic variables and 

inequality measures with that of the rate of diffusion, is both ordindfy least 

squares (OLS) estimation and generalised least squares (GLS) estimation over a 

simple additive regression model with diffl,~;,;uu raies as lhe dependent variables 

dnd the other socio-economic variables as the dependent vari,tbles. The data for 

inequality measures, besides the ones provided by GOP of each country, comes 

from the theil-indexed inequality database provided by University of Texas 

Inequality Project (UTIP). In the third chapter we have supplemented the WDI 

data with the data from World Information Technology and Services ,Alliance 

(WITSA) database. 

1.7. Scheme of Chapters: 

The first chapter gives a basic scheme to formalise the concepts of a macro

technology (GPT) and helps us conceive the diverse spectra of connected 

information and communication technologies under one head: Once that is done, 
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this chapter also introduces the other conceptual categories to be used in this 

study. This chapter also has a selective literature review, to found the rationale 

for undertaking such a study as this one. Skill-bias and ICfs have been a debate 

for quite a long time now. The third chapter summarises the debate and also tries 

to lay down a framework for understanding the wage-inequality inducing 

tendencies of diffusion of ICfs. The third chapter is a concise exploration of the 

differential diffusion patterns seen across different countries, at different income

levels and different geographical settings. The fourth chapter links th(• effects of 

these income inequalities with the rate of diffusion of internet, personal 

computers and mobile phones (our proxies for ICfs) through a cross-country 

analysis. The final chapter summarises all the findings, sets the scope for future 

research and tries- to conclude with some observations regarding the policy 

measures to be taken in case ofiCTs. 
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ICf AS SBTCl: ENGENDERING I_NEQUALITY 

2.1 Situating the Problem 
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There is a consensus nowadays that technical change favours more skilled 

workers, replaces tasks previously performed by the unskilled, and 

exacerbates inequality. This view is shaped largely by the experience of the 

past several decades, which witnessed both major changes in technology, 

including the rapid spread of ICfs in workplaces and in our lives, and a 

sharp increase in wage inequality. In the U.S., for example, the college 

premium- the wages of college gr:lduates rela~iv~ to the wages of high 

school graduates- increased by over 25 percent between 1979 and 1995.2 

Overall earnings inequality also increased sharply. In 1971, a worker at the 

90th percentile of the wage distribution earned 266 percent more than a 

worker at the lOth percentile. By 1995 this number had risen to 366 percent.3 

Many commentators see a direct causal relationship between recent 

technological changes and these radical shifts in the distribution of wages 

taking place in the U.S. economy. The title of Krueger's (1993) influential 

paper on computers and inequaiity ("How Computers Have Changed the 

Wage Structure") summarizes this view. Greenwood and Yorukoglu 

(1997)4similarly give a succinct statement: 

"Setting up, and operating, new technologies often involves acquiring and 

processing information. Skill facilitates this adoption process. Therefore, times 

of rapid technological advancement should be associated with a rise in the 

return to skill." 

1 Skill Biased Technical Change 
2 Acemoglu (2000), pp.1. 
3Jbid pp.2. 
4 Greenwood and Yorukoglu (1997), pp. 87 
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They further argue that we are now in the midst a "Third Industrial 

Revolution", fuelled by advances in information and communications 

·· technology,- and. that this revolution is responsible for the increase in 

inequality5• 

The view that technological developments favour skilled workers receives 

support from accounts of earlier episodes. For example, there were already 

signs of significant technology-skill complementarity in the 191 Os. Goldin and 

Katz (1998) argue that the spread of batch and continuous-process methods of 

production increased the demand for skills. They add " ... lite switch to 

electricity from steam aud water-power euergy sources was reiuforcing because it 

reduced tlte der.::md for unskilled manual workers in many hauling, conveying, and 

assembly tasks."6 Over this period, capital-intensive industries increased the 

demand for skills considerably7, and the scope of these industries expanded 

with the sharp fall in the price of electricity8• The rapid increase in the 

importance of white collar and clerical occupations gave another boost to the 

demand for skills. Generalizing from the experience of the 1920s, Harry 

Jerome (1934)9 argued that " ... itz tlte future .. .tlzere is considerable reason to believe 

that tlte effect of furtlter [mechanization] will be to raise tlte average skill required." 

The early twentieth century evidence was so powerful that Griliches (1969) 

suggested capital and skills are intrinsically complementary. Nelson and 

Phelps (1967), Welch (1970), Schultz (1975) and Tinbergen {1975) also argued 

that technological developments increase the demand for skills. Events since. 

then support this notion. Personal computers, computer-assisted production 

techniques and robotics appear to complement skilled workers, replacing 

5 As docs Caselli (1999) in "Technological Revolutions", American Economic Review, Vol. 89. 

No.1. pp. 78-102 

6 Goldin and Katz (1998), pp. 695 
7 Sec Goldin and Katz, (1998, Table 3). 
8 S<!c, for example, Woolf, (1984), pp. 178. 
9 Harry Jerome (1934, p. 402) 
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many labour intensive tasks. In this light, it is perhaps natural to view the 

increase in inequality over the past several decades as a direct consequence of 

these technical changes. 

Although the consensus is now broad, the idea that technological advances 

favour more skilled workers is a twentieth century phenomenon. In 

nineteenth century Britain, skilled artisans destroyed weaving, spinning and 

threshing machines during the Luddite and Captain Swing riots, in the belief 

that the new machines would make their skills redundant. They were right: 

the artisan shop was replaced by the factory and later by interchangeable 

parts and the assembly line.1o Products previously manufactured by skilled 

artisans started to be produced in factories by workers with relatively few 

skills, and many previously complex tasks were simplified, reducing the 

de.mand for skilled workers.n Mokyr 12 describes this process vividly: 

"First in firms, then in clocks, pumps, locks, meclumica/ reapers, 

typewriters, sewiug maclziues, aud eventually iu engines aud bicycles, 

interclzaugeable parts teclmology proved superior and replaced the skilled 

artisans working with clzisel and file." 

Interchangeable parts were in fact very much designed to be skill-replacing. 

Eli Whitney, a pioneer of interchangeable parts, described the objective of this 

technology as 

10 See e.g., James and Skinner (1985); Goldin and Katz (1998) etc. 
11 It can be argued lhal technical change always increases the demand for "skills", and the 
artisans who were hurl as a result of new technology were not"skilled" sinn~ they lucked the 
flexibility to adaplto the required changes. This argument is nul totally mnvincing, since the 
artisans <!arned mnsid<!rably more than oth<!r labourers (for cxumpl<!, James and Skinner, 
1985, n!port over 60 p<!rcent wage diffen!ntials for building and printing workNs r<!laliv<! lo 
labourers in the 1850s). So the artisans possessed skills that W<!re b<•ing reward<!d by the 
mark<!l, and the standardization of the production pmcess destroy<!d th<!St! mwards. On the 
other hand, il has lo be noted lhal many of the skill-replacing technologies of th<! nineteenth 
century may have also increased the demand for ent~ineers and managers (sec, e.~~., Goldin 
and Katz, 1998). 
n Mokyr (1990), pp. 137 
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uta substitute correct and effective operations of machinery for tlze skill of tlze 

artist which is acquired otzly by long practice and experience; a species of skill 

which is not possessed in litis country13 to any considerable exten't." 14 

The experience of the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries led Braverman 

(1974) and Marglin (1974) to argue that technical change was "deskilling" -a 

major purpose of technical change was to expand the division of labour and 

simplify tasks previously performed by artisans by breaking them into 

smaller, less skill-requiring pieces. Braverman (1974)15, for example, 

suggested that the first principle of management and production techniques 

of the period was "dissociation of lite labour process from skills of the workers. The 

labour process is to be rendered iudepeude11t of craft, traditiou, aud the workers' 

knowledge." A longer view therefore suggests that technological advances do 

not always increase the demand for skills. In fact, most nineteenth century 

innovations appear to have replaced skilled workers and expanded tasks 

performed by the unskilled. This chapter attempts to answer why these 

technological advances have been skill-biased in the twentieth century, and, 

why these technological changes the major cause of the recent increase in 

inequality. ~t' :-s.._-!};-:.. \ ~ f!_/7 r ~~ 
1-rf~~ ~\(,)) 
( ....... 'L \\._. ....... , 

It has two main theses: , ; { ibr?.ry· \ ~-! 
\ (·' \ .• r,;· I \\/) -~ -·v~'~ ~, 

~'::-. ]~ ,-f<\~: .. >·' 
'··.:::::.:.:..:.:_.:..__-:.._·::.:-:> ,. 

1. The behaviour of wages and returns to schooling indicates that technical 

change has been skill-biased during the past sixty years, and probably for 

most of the twentieth century. Furthermore, an acceleration in skill bias 

during the past few decades is the main cause of the increase in inequality. 

13 i.e. lhe USA. 
14 Quol.cd in Habakkuk (1962), p. 22 

15 Braverman (1974, p. 113) 
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2. We can understand the behaviour of technical change and its diffusion by 

recognizing that the development and use of technology is, at least in part, a 

response to profit incentives.t6 When developing skill-biased techniques is 

more profitable, r.e~·.r techn:>logy will tend to be skill-biased. Acemoglu (2000) 

suggests that the nineteenth century was characterized by skill-replacing 

developments because the increased supply of unskilled workers in the 

English cities (resulting from migration from rural areas and from Ireland) 

made the introduction of these technologies profitable. In contrast, the 

twentieth century has been characterized by skill-biased technical change 

because the rapid increase in the supply of skilled workers has induced the 

development of skill-complementary technologies. The recent more rapid 

skill-biased technical change is in turn likely to have been a response to the 

acceleration in the 3upply of skills during the past several decades. 

Finally, we conjecture that the rapid diffusion of the recent technological 

developments (i.e. the ICfs) are likely to have affected the organization of the 

labour market- including the way firms are organized and the form of labour 

market institutions- and may have had a large effect on the structure of 

wages through this channel. 

In the process of developing this argument, this chapter sets out a simple 

theoretical frameworki7, in which inequality and returns to skills are 

16 Pn!ced<mls of this approach include Schmookl<!r (1966), who cmphasiZ<!d demand pull and 
the extent of the mark<!t as k<!Y det<•rminanl<> of innovations; lh<! <mdogt•nous growth theory, 
e.g., RomN (1990), Gros.<>man and Hdpman (1991), and Aghion and Howill (1992); the 
indun!d innovation theory, including Ahmad (1965), Kennedy (196-t), Samu<'lson• (1970), 
Hayami and Ruttan (1970), and David (1975); and n~cent work including, An!moglu (1998, 
1999b, 2000), Acemoglu and Zilibolli (1999), and Kiley (1999). 
I 
17 AllNnatiV<! hypotheS<!S of the increaS<! in the wage inequaliti<!S include th<! glollalization 
of tht! world <!con(>my, <:h<lng<!S in lallour-market institutions, and tht! app<!<.trdll<"t! of 
winner-Lake-all markets. For surwys of this literature, see the symposium in th<! Spring 
1997 issue of the Journal of Economic Perspectives. 
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determined by supply and demand forces (technology).18 Using this 

framework as a unifying device, we critically survey many of the theories that 

explain the recent increase in inequality by technological factors, and discuss 

how various pieces of evidence can be interpreted within this framework. 

2.2. Wages and Productivity 

We begin with a discussion of what underlies the wage gap-that difference 

in wages between high- and low-skilled workers. In reality, of course, there 

is a continuum of worker skills, and while economic models can 

accommodate this concession to reality, the intuition is clearer in a simpler 

model. 

Suppose then that there are just two types of workers, high-skilled (H) and 

low-skilled (L). Each type of worker is paid according to the value of their 

marginal product To keep things simple while still allowing the ideas to get 

across, assume that there is just one product produced and that production of 

this product requires skilled and/ or unskilled labour. The two types of 

labour are substitutable for one another although high and -low skilled 

workers are not perfect substitutes. Assuming that H-workers, who can 

produce more, earn more, the skill premium is just the wage of the H workers 

relative to the wage of the L workers. Denote this skill premium by c.u. The 

larger the wage of high-skilled workers relative to low-skilled workers, the 

bigger will be c.u. It will be a function of the marginal productivity of H, the 

marginal productivity of L, and the elasticity of substitution between the two 

types of labour. 

Wages depend on the marginal productivity of the different types of labour. 

A higher marginal product means a higher wage. Technology matters here in 

that technology enhances the productivity of workers. If there is no skill-bias 

18 Pr<!et!thmls of lhe supply and demand approach indud(!, among olhNs, B(!t:k(!f (1964), 
Wdch (1970) and Tinlwrgen (1975). 
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to technology, the marginal productivities of H and L are equally impacted 

by a new technology. If the change in technology makes H workers more 

productive relative to what it does for L workers, then there is skill-biased 

t~ch~ic~ll change. 

The degree to which skilled and unskilled workers can substitute for one 

another also is going to matter when we think about what skill biased 

technical change will do to relative wages. In the usual case, H and L 

workers will be imperfect substitutes for one another (so that, economists call 

the elasticity of substitution between worker types is greater than one.) In 

this case, we can use a simple diagram to get across some important ideas. 

Hda1i'..: J~·1Haud 1\1f 

:-l..dJ~ 

Ill. 

In the above diagram19, the skill premium is on the vertical axis. Recall, as the 

wage of skilled to unskilled labour gets larger, w increases. On the horizontal 

axis is the relative supply of skilled to unskilled labour. This is a short run 

diagram in that the relative supplies of the two types of workers are fixed. 

That is, even if the relative wage of H workers goes up, in the short run, there 

will not be more H workers (although over a longer run one would expect 

workers to respond to this incentive and on the margin some L workers 

19 This diagram is from Aet!moglu (20m) 
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would engage in more training.) The relative demand for skills is downward 

sloping. One way to think about this is to note that as H workers become 

relative more expensive, for given levels of productivity, H workers are less 

attractive to employers and firms will substitute toward L workers. This is a 

movement towards the origin on the H/L axis. 

With this simple set-up, we can examine several interesting and relevant 

scenarios. Suppose, for example, that the relative supply of skilled workers 

were to increase. This would shift the relative supply curve to the right and, 

all else remaining equal; the relative wages of skilled workers would fall. 

I< 1.'1 ali'..: J ~·m ;w\1 fnr 
:-.l..lll !'oo 

Ill. 

In fact, workers in the U.S. have become more highly trained over the past 

few decades.2o But while the relative supply of skilled workers has increased, 

the relative wage of skilled workers has increased, not decreased. This 

puzzle is clearly illustrated by the following figure from Acemoglu (2000). 

20 A number of faclc; n~garding lheS<~ chant~t•s an~ dvailabl(~ in "Com puling lnNJUalily: Havt~ 
Com pulers Changed lh(~ Lt~bour Markel?" hy Dt~vid Au lor, Alan Krueger, and Law reno.~ 
Kalz (available in WP versional www.nb<•r.orr,/papcrs/W5956) 
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With the relative supply of skilled workers going up and their relative wage 

also going up, we are left either concluding that the model is dead wrong or 

something else has changed. Over the last few decades, technology has 

changed. In particular, ICfs have become ubiquitous. While we'll look at the 

evidence on this below, consider for now how such a change would enter into 

our diagram. If ICTs were to make skilled labour relatively more productive, 

it would increase the relative demand for skilled labour at any given relative 

wage. In our diagram, this can be illustrated with a shift to the right of the 

relative demand schedule: 



({\.'I ill j \0.: J )._•111 illld f1 If 
~l..lll:-

II I. 
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By considering both an increase in the relative supply of skilled labour and 

skill-biased technical change at the same time, our simple model illustrates 

that the net result can be an increase in the relative wage of skilled workers. 

This diagram explains what has happened over the last few decades. It is d 

story in which the relative wages of unskilled labour have fallen. It is also a 

story with absolutely no international trade component. In this way, skill

biased technical change can, within the context of a simple and not 

particularly objectionable economic model, explain the same phenomenon 

that is sometimes attributed to increased trade with low wage countries.21 

2.3 Evidence 

Measuring skill biased technical change is, in principle, straightforward. A 

first place to turn is the large literature on estimating production functions. If 

the diffusion of underlying technology is changing in a way that rewards 

skilled labour relatively favourably, this will show up in shifts in those 

production function parameters that are related to the marginal productivity 

21 ~!(! Fugerlwrg jan, (S(!p., 1994), Technology and lnlernalional Diffen•nn!s in Growth Rall!s, 
journal of Economic LiiNalun•, Vol. 32, No.3., pp. 1147-1175. 
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of factors. This, though, is not how the vast majority of the empirical 

literature on skill-biased technical change has progressed. This could be in 

part because doing this carefully requires hard-to-obtain plant-level data on 

production. Instead, the mcst common appr.:~aeh to measuring skill-biased 

technical change seems to be to use industry-level data on the ratio of skilled 

labour to unskilled labour (or non-production workers relative to production 

workers).22This is troublesome. As Gordon Hanson and Robert Feenstra as 

well as others have pointed out, the ratio of skilled to unskilled workers 

might increase for reasons that have nothing to do with skill-biased technical 

change. In particular, the huge growth in outsourcing will lead to an increase 

in this ratio as non-skilled jobs are moved abroad. Skill-biased technical 

change is taken to reflect unskilled-labour saving technical change. 

Outsourcing, while empiricu!ly importani. a1,d observationally equivalent in 

the aggregate data, seems to be a different phenomenon. 

We begin with a set of stylized facts. Since the effect of new technology on the 

distribution of wages in the recent past is central to the focus here, we 

concentrate around a number of salient facts from the post-war U.S. 

economyPBriefly, these facts are: 

1. The past sixty years have seen a large increase in the supply of more 

educated workers, while returns to education have risen. 

2. Returns to education fell during the 1970s, when there was a very sharp 

increase in the supply of educated workers. Retu;ns to education then began 

a steep rise during the 1980s. 

3. Overall wage inequality rose sharply beginning in the 1970s. Increases in 

within group (residual) inequality- i.e., increases in inequality among 

observationally equivalent workers- account for much of this rise. 

22 Set!, for t!xample, Eli Bt!rmun (1998) 
n Tht• discussion is limilt•d to lht! major lnmds in lht• US. t!conomy lwcauM' of lht•n• is 
noldoly mow r<!M!drl'h lu ouiJd upon. 
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4. Average wages have stagnated and wages of low-skill workers have fallen 

in real terms since 1970. 

We argue that technical change over the· past sixty years, or even over the 
- -

past century, has been skill-biased. This conclusion follows from fact 1 above: 

in the absence of substantial skill bias in technology, the large increase in the 

supply of skilled workers would have depressed the skill premium. 

In 1970, Welch 24reached the same conclusion, and argued: 

"Wit/1 tire p!leuomeual rise iu average educatiou, wily have rates of 

return failed to decliue ? ... It is obvious that clmuges have occurred to preveut 

tire decliue i11 returns to acquiriug educatio11 that would uormally accompauy 

a rise iu average educational/eve/. Presumably, these chauges have resulted iu 

growth iu demaud for ... educatiou ... sufficieutto absorb tire increased supply 

with conslaut or rising retums." 

'!'r.~ 3a yea:-s after Welch wrote these words witnessed a much more rapid 

increase in the supply of education, and a sharp increase in the returns to 

more skilled workers, suggesting that skill-biased changes in technology 

continued throughout the post-war period. 

And yet, if technical change, has been skill-biased throughout the recent past, 

why did inequality increase during the past 30 years, but not before? There 

are at least two possible answers to this question. The first, which 

Acemoglu(2000) calls the steady-demand hypothesis, maintains that demand 

for skills increases at a constant pace, so changes in inequality must be 

explained by the pace of the increase in the supply of skills. According to this 

hypothesis, inequality was relatively stable before the 1970s, because the rate 

of skill accumulation in the U.S. economy was more rapid than the constant 

24 Wdch (1970, p.:\6) 
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pace of skill-biased technical change2s. The recent increase inequality is then 

explained not by a major technological change, but by a relative slowdown in 

skill accumulation. The second possible answer comes from the acceleration 

hypothesis, which maintains that ~h~r~ h3s been an acceleration in skill bias 

beginning in the 1970s or 1980s. According to this hypothesis, there has been 

a notable acceleration in the demand for skills, driven in large part by 

advances in information technology, and perhaps even approaching the scale 

of a "Third Industrial Revolution" .26 

One approach would view technology as exogenous, stem111ing from 

advances in science or from the behaviour of entrepreneurs driven by a 

variety of non-profit motives. Demand for skills increased faster during the 

past thirty years, thi.:; approach wolA:d maintain, because of a technological 

revolution led by the microchip, personal computers and the Internet.27 New 

technologies of the nineteenth century were not skill-biased because the 

technological frontier then only enabled the invention of skill-replacing 

techniques. 

Yet, there are a number of problems with this approach. First, although a 

number of papers, including Greenwood and Yorukoglu {1997), Hornstein 

and Krusell {1997), and Galor and Moav (2000), show that rapid technical 

change may lead to slower total factor productivity {TFP) growth, the slow 

rates of TFP and output growth of the past several decades are difficult to 

reconcile with a technological revolution during this time period. Second, 

demand for skills appears to have accelerated starting in the late 1970s, 

25 Sc.!e, <!.g., Katz and Murphy, (1992) 
26 This is akin to th<! formulation of "T<!<:hnolugical Revolutions" hy casdli (1999). 
27 Sc.!<!, among othNs, Krueg<!r (1993), Berman, Bound and Grilichcs (1994), and Autor, Katz 
and Krueger (1998) for <!VidPnn• that th<• rapid spmad of mmputNs h.as innP.ased the 
demand for skills. Sc.!<! Krusdl, Oh.anian, Rios-Rull and Violant<• (2<XIO), G.alor and Tsiddon 
(1997), Gmenwood and Yorukoglu (1997), Aghion ctnd Howill (1998, <·hapll•r 9), Casdli 
(1999), G.alor and Mo.av (2000), Viol.anl<• (1999), Ruhinst<!in .and Tsiddun (1999), Aghion, 
Howill and Violante (1999), und Gould, Mo.av and W<!inbNg (1999) for mod<•ls in which 
rupid technical chang<! irKr<!aS<!S Uw demund for skills and <:a uses a riS<• in irw~.Ju.ality. 
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precisely when the supply of skills increased very rapidly. Exogenous 

technology theories do not explain the timing of this acceleration.28 An 

alternative theory maintains instead that new technologies are endogenous 

and respond to incentives. It was the large increase in the supply of skilled 

workers, these approach claims, that induced the acceleration in the demand 

for skills. The reasoning is as follows. When skill-biased techniques are more 

profitable, firms will have greater incentives to develop and adopt such 

techniques. A key determinant of the profitability of new technologies is their 

market size; machines that can be sold in greater numbers will be more 

profitable. Schmookler (1966), in his pioneering study, Invention and 

Economic Growth, placed great emphasis on market size. 

He argued 29-

"iuveutiou is largely an ecouomic activity wlzicll, like other economic 

activities, is pursued for gain; ... expected gaiu varies with expected sales of 

goods embodying tlte iuveution." 

This reasoning implies that machines complementary to skilled workers will 

be more profitable to develop when there are more skilled workers to use 

them. New technologies have become more skill-biased throughout most of 

the twentieth century because the supply of skilled workers has grown 

steadily. This perspective also suggests that a faster increase in the supply of 

skills can lead to an acceleration in the demand for skills (Acemoglu, 1998). So 

the timing of the increases in supply and demand is not a coincidence

instead, it reflects technology responding to the supply of ski1ls. In this 

28 Nulurally, supply and d<!mand may haV<! mov<!d log<!lh<!r h<!caUS<! supply n•spnnded lo 
d<!mand. W<! argu<! lx!low lhutthe larg<• incr<!US<! in lh<! supply of (!dunll(!d workNs was not 
in anticipation, or in responS<! to, high returns, but driven by a variety of other factors. More 
generally, we {()(:us on tht! df<!cl of lht! supply of skills on tt!Chnology not N!cauS<• W(! vi<!W 
supply as l!Xogmlnus, but simply N!cauS<! th(! dft!cl of supply on tm·hnolngy is mon! 
important in understanding the questions poS<!d ah<>w. 

29 S<:hmookler (1966), pp. 206. 
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theory, rapid skill-biased technical change is not necessarily associated with 

rapid overall technical progress. 

- - 2.3 .1 Cross-country patterns: 

So far, we have focused on U.S. wage inequality patterns and incentives to 

develop new technologies coming from the U.S. supply of skills. The cross

country dimension presents a number of challenges. First, it is difficult to 

explain why inequality increased much more in some countries than others. 

Second, when there are many countries in the world economy, whether it is 

the relative supply of skills in each country or in the world as a whole that 

determines the direction of technical change, poses a problem. 

lJifferences in inequality patterns: 

Although the tendency towards greater inequality has been a feature in many 

developed and LDCs30 there are also marked differences in the behaviour of 

within and between-group inequality across these countries. Katz, 

Blanchffower, and Loveman (1995} and Murphy, Riddell, and Romer (1998) 

show that the differential behaviour of the supply of skills can go a long way 

towards explaining the differences in the returns to schooling, especially 

between the U.S., Canada and the U.K. Nevertheless, it is puzzling that wage 

inequality ,increased substantially in the U.S. and the UK, but remained fairly 

stable in many continental European economies.31 

The standard explanation for this divergent behaviour, succinctly 

summarized by Krugman (1994) and OECD (1994}, and sometimes referred to 

as the Krugman hypothesis, maintains that inequality did not increase as 

much (or not at all) in Europe because labour market institutions there 

30 5<~<~ Fn~eman und Kulz (1995), und B<~rman cJnd Machin, (2<XX>) 
3 1 5<~<~, for <~xumpl<~, OcJvis (1995),or Gollschalk and Smeeding ( 1999) 
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encourage wage compression, limiting the extent of inequality. The view that 

wages are more compressed in Europe clearly has some merit. Blau and Kahn 

(1995) show that the major difference in overall inequality between the U.S. 

and many continental European economies is not in the 90-50 differential, but 

in the 50-10 differential. This suggests that the minimum wage, strong unions, 

and generous transfer programs in Europe are in part responsible for the 

relative wage compression in Europe. 

Nevertheless, the Krugman hypothesis runs into two difficulties. First, unless 

there are extremely rigid institutions that fix the skill premium exogenously, 

skill-biased technical change should increase wage inequality irrespective of 

the degree of exogenously imposed wage compression. In contrast, in many 

continental European economies, most notably in Germany, wage inequality 

was very stable.32 

Second, the Krugman hypothesis makes an explicit prediction: to the extent 

that wage compression is preventing the increase in the inequality of wages, 

profit maximizing employment decisions of firms should lead to a large 

decline in the employment of unskilled workers relative to that of skilled 

workers. In fact, skill-biased technical change might even reduce the 

unemployment rates of skilled workers. Yet, in Europe, the unemployment of 

skilled and unskilled workers increased together:\\ and unskilled 

employment did not grow faster in the U.S. than in European economies 

(Card, Kramartz and Lemieux, 1996, Krueger and Pischke, 1997). 

It is possible that bargaining arrangements in Europe between firms and 

unions, imply not only wage compression. This can be because European 

institutions may be forcing firms to pay uniform -~ages to all educated 

workers irrespective of their exact contribution, making the employment of 

32 S.!e, e.g., Fn•eman dnd Kc.~tz, (1995) 
3.1 S.!c!, c•.g. Nickdl t~nd Bdl, (1996), Kruc•gc•r and PiS(·hkc!, (191J7) 
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skilled workers less profitable as well. Alternatively, if unions represent both 

skilled and unskilled workers, and are committed to wage compression, they 

may not want to suffer a large decrease in the employment of unskilled 

workers. So they may be willing to make certain concessions in wage levels in 

order to induce firms to employ more unskilled workers at a compressed 

wage structure. It is also useful to bear in mind that European economies, as 

the U.S., are likely to have experienced skill-biased technical change not only 

during the past thirty years, but for much longer. So how continental 

European economies responded to the more recent wave of skill-biased 

technologies cannot be analyzed in a vacuum. 

An alternative view suggested by Nickell and Bell (1996) explains the 

differences in the wage structure across countries by differences in the skill 

distribution. According to this view, because of the relative weakness of the 

U.S. high school system, American non-college workers are less skilled than 

their European counterparts. However, recent work by Devroye and Freeman 

(2000) shows that differences in skill distribution have little to do with cross

country differences in wage dispersion. They· document that dispersion of 

internationally comparable test scores among native born Americans are very 

similar to those in Europe, but wage inequality among native born Americans 

is much higher. Moreover, the Nickeli-Bell approach also fails to explain the 

differential changes in inequality: the U.S. was roughly as unequal as France 

in the 1970s, and the relative test scores of American youth have not 

deteriorated since then. 
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2.3.2 International determinants of technology 

There are a number of interesting and difficult issues that arise when we 

consider the international dimension. Here I simply mention some 

preliminary approaches, but clearly much theoretical and empirical work 

remains to be done. 

A first extension of the endogenous34 technology idea to an international 

context might be to suppose that skill bias in each country is determined by 

the country's relative supply of skills. However, there are reasons to expect 

that new technologies will spread across countries. In this case, it may be the 

incentives in the technologically most advanced country (the technological 

leader) that determine the skill bias of world technologies. This description 

may be adequate for understanding the skill bias of technologies used by less 

developed countries (see for example Acemoglu, 1999b). It is also possible for 

other technologically advanced economies to pursue a different path of 

technological development than the leader, in which case domestic incentives 

may be important in shaping skill bias. 

What determines the skill bias of technologies developed by the technological 

leader, depends on the market sizes for different types of technologies, hence 

on the international enforcement of intellectual property rights. For example, 

in the discussion on the effect of trade on technology, Acemoglu (2000) 

supposed that there were no intellectual property rights for U.S. companies 

enforced in less developed economies. In this case, incentives to develop new 

technologies are shaped by the U.S. domestic supplies. This may be a good 

starting point, since even when property rights are enforced, there will be a 

number of difficulties facing U.S. companies marketing their technologies in 

other countries. For example, technologies may need to be adapted to 

:4 Enduw~nous lm:hnicul<:hdngP dSsum<~s thdlll•<·hni<:ul <:hung<! is jusllik<~ dny ulhl'r faduruf 
prod udion, and nut t!xog<>nuusly dt!l<'rmint•d dS in lht• dusskdl dnd nt•n-d<ts.c;k.al mntlt•ls. 
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conditions in local markets, or producers in least developed countries (LDCs) 

may be unable to pay for these technologies because of credit problems. 

I~ is also worth noting that even when a country is using U.S. technologies, its 

effective skill bias may be influenced by its domestic skill supply. This is 

because U.S. technologies need to be adapted to local conditions, and firms 

will have a greater incentive to do this when there is a larger supply of 

workers to use these technologies. So it may be not only technological change 

that is endogenous to relative supplies, but also technology adoption. 

Finally, another interesting cross<ountry dimension comes from looking at 

wage inequality trends in LDCs. The first order predictions of the standard , 
trade theory are not borne out: instead of a decline in inequality, which 

would have been expected due to the greater integration of these economies 

into world trade, inequality increased in most LDCs. The recent paper by 

Berman and Machin {2000) shows an interesting pattern: while there has been 

rapid skill upgrading in many middle income countries, there is much less 

evidence for rapid skill upgrading in the poorest economies. A possible 

explanation for these patterns is that middle income countries are adopting 

advanced technologies much more rapidly than the poorest countries, and 

since these technologies are more skill-biased, these economies are 

undergoing rapid skill upgrading and increases in inequality. Furthermore, if, 

as claimed by Acemoglu and Zillibotti (1999), ICTs developed in the rich 

economies are typically "too skill-biased" for LDCs, the recent acceleration in 

skill bias could have negative implications for the LDCs. More generally, the 

impact of technologies developed in the advanced economies on LDC labour 

markets is an area that requires further research. 
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2.4. Conclusions 

One of the over-arching questions that much of the research has tried to 

address is how important skill-biased technical change has been in explaining 

wage inequality. Definitive answers are few. This is a very puzzling 

literature. From a theoretical point of view, there is debate over whether in 

an international economy skill-biased technical change should matter. The 

answer depends on the assumptions of the underlying model. As a purely 

intellectual exercise, one can find convincing arguments from both the camps. 

From an empirical point of view, results are disappointing. Starting from 

Bound and Johnson, who were one of the first to address the question, and 

subsequently in much of the empirical work that followed, researchers lost 

track of the different competing theories:l5 and instead focused only on 

examining one explanation for the wage gap. In terms of important 

unanswered empirical questions, re-visiting the role of skill-biased technical 

change in a framework that allows trade and other plausible explanations 

seems like a potentially important research agenda. 

Autor, Katz, and Krueger wrote that "Skill-biased technical change is the 

II natural" name for economists to attach to uuexplaiued within-sector and 

within-firm growth in the demand for skills"36.But it remains the case that 

outsourcing as well as the changing composition of output within a sector (or 

firm) are also II natural" names to attach to unexplained within-sector and 

within-firm growth in the demand for skills. Also, this hypothesis has to 

contend with the question of the incommensurate skill demand with its 

effective use over the years. 

35 In fud, us Di Nurdu und Pis..·hke (1997) hdw shown, lhl! nJUsul l!ffl~ds of JCfs (mmpulNs) 
un wuw•s is nul slrdighlfurward. Applying simil.u swlislkdlll•l·hnii.JUl!S to Krul•gt•r(199:\), 
llwy huvt• shown lhdt WU&l' difft!rt•ntiuls ussoddlt!U with the US<! ·of cukululors, u ll•l(•phmw, u 
pt!n, ur u pl!ndl, ur l!Vt!ll silling on lhe ~1h, drt' vNy similur lo thuS<• mt!dSun•d hy tnmpult!r 
sut•. lnsll!ud, lht•ir n•sullo; suggt•sl thul mmpull'r uM•rs huve unuhSt•rv,•d skills whkh muy 
hdVl! Iilli•• ln du with thl! uS<•:\ of mmpulNs but drt' n!Wdrdl!U in luhour murkt•ls, or thut 
mmpuh!rs were inlmdun!d in juhs thul were already of higher wagl!S. 
311 llulics uddt!d 
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CHAPTER-IT! 

DIFFERENTIAL DIFFUSION OF ICf: 
A BRIEF SURVEY 

3.1 INTRODUCTION: 

The average incomes in the world's richest countries are over twenty times 

higher than those in the world's poorest countries. As information and 

communication technologies (ICI) are the current manifestation of the 

ongoing sequence of technological revolutions, ICT can be seen as the key 

factor driving economic growth in the present-day industrial societies. From 

the viewpoint of the world's.poor, the problem is that·-differential access to 

ICT is even more pronounced tha.n national income inequalities across the 

world. Consequently, there is concern that ICT is becoming a factor, which 

contributes to the widening of income differentials between countries. 

There is indeed increasing evidence that ICT investment is associated with an 

improvement in both firm and macroeconomic performance in the leading 

industrial countries, especially in the United States. However, studies that 

look at larger samples of countries find little correlation between ICT 

investment and overall productivity in the rest of the world (Pohjola 2002). 

One possible explanation for this apparent 'productivity paradox1' is the fact 

that not many countries, other than the US, have yet invested much in ICT. 

1 Which is derived from the famous quote of Solow (1957), the famous neo-classical 
economist where he says "you can find computers everywhere but productivity statistics", 
which came to be known as the Solow productivity paradox. 
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To bring about a convergence in income levels across countries, the factors, 

which equalize differences in technology adoption and diffusion across 

countries, need to be identified. In particular, to be able to take actions aimed 

at bridging the 'digital divide' or at eradicating 'information poverty', it is 

important for policy-makers to know what factors explain the differences 

across countries in the adoption and diffusion ofiCf. 

In principle, equalizing the differences in technology should be easier than 

levelling the disparities in physical and human capital. Unlike physical goods 

and human capital, ideas are non-rival in the sense that their use by one 

person or by one country does not prevent others from using them. Once 

invented, they can be copied and transferred at negligible costs. Given that 

digital goods have exactly the same properties as ideas, the same conclusion 

should also hold for goods and services that can be expressed in binary bits of 

logic such as computer software, scientific databases and libraries, media 

entertainment, and Internet delivery of goods and services (Quah 2001). This 

means that at least some components of ICf should be as easily transferable 

from one country to another as ideas. 

In practice, however, technology is to a substantial degree local, not global. 

Keller (2001) has shown that geographic distance matters for the international 

diffusion of technology. He estimated for a group of OECD countries that the 

productivity effects of R&D decline with the distance between sender and 

· recipient countries. The distance at which the amount of spillovers is halved 

is about 1,200 kilometres. Interestingly, however, the absolute value of the 

distance parameter has declined substantially between the mid-1970s and the 

1990s. This implies that technological knowledge has become less country

specific. Increasing use of ICf may be one of the factors explaining this trend. 
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Given that economic growth is driven by advances in technology, those 

countries that are behind the technological curve can improve their growth 

performance simply by adopting the technologies created by others. Imitation 

is less costly than innovation. This highlights the need for the transfer of 

technology from the frontier countries to the less developed ones. It also 

directs attention to the patterns of interaction and communication between a 

developing country and the rest of the world. ICf plays a dual role here. It is 

part of the technology stock on the one hand and it provides a channel for 

technology transfer on the other. 

The persisting income disparities across countries indicate that technology 

does not diffuse automatically. The speed and extent of diffusion depend on 

the capacities of the receiving countries to absorb the new ideas about how to 

produce more efficiently. These capacities, in turn, depend on factors such as 

income, education, openness to new ideas, property rights and the cost of 

access to technology. At least some of these determinants can however be 

influenced by proper policies. 

The components of ICf to be covered in the analysis include computer 

hardware, software, services and telecommunications including the Internet. 

A simple statistical model is also estimated to identify the most important 

determinants of real spending on computer hardware in a panel of 49 

countries in the period 1993-2000. 
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3.2 ACCESS TO ICT INFRASTRUCTURE 

The New Economy can be given many definitions, but the one element they 

all must have in common is the view that the world economy is undergoing a 

fundamental structural change driven by the revolution in information and 

communication technology. Its defining characteristics are the fast 

improvement in the quality of ICT equipment and software, and the 

concomitant sharp decline in their quality adjusted prices. Rationally 

behaving households, business firms, schools and governments respond to 

the change in relative prices by substituting ICf equipment, software and 

services for other goods and services. 

Table31 . 
Information and communication infrastructure in the 1990s 

(per 1,000 people) 
Personal Internet Telephone Mobile 

computers users Mainlines phones 
Country groupst 1995 2001 1995 2001 1990 2001 1995 2001 

Income breakdown 
High-income OECD 188 363 34 360 455 574 89 690 
Developing countries 14 34 2 37 52 104 4 94 

Least developed .. 4 .. 3 3 7 0 8 

Region breakdown 
Northern America 273 623 68 467 555 660 108 382 
Western Europe 174 325 30 345 445 572 84 747 

East Asia and Pacific 82 158 14 177 
-·-

148 222 36 278 
Eastern Europe and 

Central Asia 26 81 5 65 130 232 4 199 
Middle East and North Africa 28 62 1 61 89 147 16 163 

Latin America and the 17 49 1 63 66 145 9 142 
Caribbean .. 12 .. 9 9 19 1 30 

Sub-Saharan Africa 0 4 0 4 5 20 1 9 
South Asia 

Noles: .. = data not available, 0 = less than half the unit shown. 
The classifications are based on the definitions in the World Bank's Development 

11ndicators Database, but all countries with population below one million are excluded. 
~he group average has been calculated when data for at least half of the countries 
!Are available. 

Source: WDI (2003) 
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Table 3.1 presents information about the number of personal computers 

(PCs), Internet users, telephone mainlines and mobile phone subscribers per 

1,000 people across the world. The differences between the displayed groups 

of countries are striking. In the rich OECD countries the PC and Internet 

densities are ten times higher than in developing countries but roughly 100 

times higher than in the least developed countries. Also, the rich countries 

have 6-7 times more telephone mainlines and mobile phone subscribers per 

capita than the developing countries but 80 times more than the least 

developed countries. Although the. relative digital divide is becoming 

narrower over time, the absolute differential is increasing. Consequently, if 

the presence of the New Economy can be measured by the use of ICT 

equipment, there cannot exist many-if any-new economies outside the 

group of high-income OECD countries. 

The lower panel of Table 3.1 divides the world into geographical regions 

which are ranked here on the basis of the number of personal computers per 

1,000 people in 2001. But the ranking would be nearly the same if Internet 

users or main telephone lines were used instead of PCs. Northern America is 

at the top of the list, followed by Western Europe and by East Asia and the 

Pacific. Sub-Saharan Africa and South Asia lie at the bottom. If the regions 

were ranked according to mobile phone density, then Western Europe would 

overtake Northern America as the leading group. This reflects the well-

. known difference in ICT specialization between these regions. 

The contrasts in the access to the ICT infrastructure are as stark between the 

geographical regions as between the income groups. Whereas there are only 

30 times more telephone mainlines per 1,000 people in Northern America 
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than in South Asia, this discrepancy is much greater for PCs and Internet 

users: 160 and 120, respectively. In Western Europe the mobile phone density 

is 80 times higher than in South Asia. 

Table 3.1 also highlights the rapid growth in the use of computers, the 

Internet and mobile phones in the 1990s. In developing countries, the number 

of personal computers per capita increased twofold, whereas the Internet and 

mobile phone densities rose 20-fold in the second half of the 1990s. 

The Internet is of special interest here as it is believed to integrate markets 

and to link together people across all kinds of traditional boundaries. Among 

other things, it can be regarded as the first truly global marketplace. A recent 

survey of the Internet domain name system indicates that in July 2002 there 

were 162 million computer hosts on the Internet. A host is a computer that 

has users who access network services through _it. The growth in the number 

of Internet hosts has been spectacular, as in January 1991 their number was 

only 376,000. Of all the people using the Internet regularly, appro~:!::::.~tely 30 

per cent reside in Canada and the United States, 32 per cent in Europe and 31 

per cent in the Asia-Pacific region. This means that only 7 per cent of them 

come from the rest of the world, namely from Africa, the Middle East and 

Latin America. As shown in Table 3.1, while every second person is 'online' 

in North America, only four persons in a thousand are connected to the 

Internet in South Asia and nine in a thousand in Africa. 

Thus although the Internet integrates markets and joins people, it does this at 

disparate rates across the world. People in the rich countries, having the 

required infrastructure and skills, seem to be in a much better position to 
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benefit from this current, Internet-driven phase of globalization than people 

in the poor countries. 

3.3 PATTERNS OF ICT SPENDING 

Table 3.2 displays the average GOP shares of the ICf components for the 51 

countries in 1993-2001. Unfortunately, data for earlier years are not available. As 

shown, the total ICf spending share has risen from 4.4 per cent in 1993 to 7.3 in 2001. 

It is quite equally split between spending on information technology and spending 

on telecommunication which comprises public and private network equipment and 

telecommunication services. IT hardware is the largest IT spending component, 

accounting for 0.8 per cent of GOP in 1993 and 1.1 per cent in 2001. Both IT services 

and software seem to have increased in importance over the period. The former 

accounted for 0.9 and the latter 0.5 per cent of GOP in 2001. The spending share of 

other office equipment (typewriters, calculators, copiers etc.) has been rather small 

and stayed constant at 0.1 per cent. 

Table 3.2 
Average GDP shares ofiCT spending, of 51 countries, (1993-200U 

1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 
IT hardware 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.9 0.9 1.0 1.0 1.2 

Office equipment 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 
Software 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.4 

IT services 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.7 0.8 0.8 
Internal spending 0.9 0.8 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.8 0.8 0.9 

Total IT 2.5 2.4 2.3 2.4 2.6 2.8 3.1 3.4 
Telecommunication .2.0 2.0 2.1 2.3 2.4 2.8 3.2 3.4 

Total ICT 
4.4 4.5 4.5 4.7 5.0 5.6 6.2 6.8 

Sources: WITSA (2002)2 for the ICT spending data, IMF (2002) for the GOP data 

The WITSA data on hardware, software and services spending cover the 

purchase of these items from external agents or corporations. While this 

external spending includes the tangible portion of the IT market, internal 

2 World Information Technology and Services Alliance (WITSA) 

2001 
1.1 
0.1 
0.5 
0.9 
0.9 
3.6 
3.7 
7.3 
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spending is made up of the intangible portion, i.e. of expenses that cannot be 

attributed to a vendor. As shown in Table 32, its GDP share has been rather 

constant, 0.7-0.9 per cent, in the period considered. 

In Table 3.3 the 51 countries for which data exist are classified into two 

groups: those above and those below the average spending ratio of 5.4 per 

cent over the period 1993-2001. New Zealand, Sweden, Australia, Switzerland 

and Singapore are at the top of the ranking whereas Romania, Saudi 

Arabia/Gulf States, Egypt, Indonesia, and India are at the bottom. Disparities 

in ICT spending ratios are quite large, ranging from 1.5 per cent in Romania 

to 10.3 per cent in New Zealand. It is interesting to observe that a significant 

'digital divide' exists even between the European Union countries as can be 

seen by comparing Sweden and United Kingdom at the top of the list with 

Spain and Greece at the bottom. Two developing countries-South Africa and 

Colombia-stand out from the rest with spending shares of 7.1 and 7.0 per 

cent, respectively. These countries have spent a larger share of their national 

income on ICT than, for example, Finland and Germar.:,·. 
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Table-3.3 
Average share of ICf spending in gross domestic product, 1993-2001 

!Countries above average % !Countries below averap,e % 
INew Zealand tfo.3 Brazil p.4 
~wed en 18.8 Portugal p.l 
!Australia 18.7 Vietnam k.7 
~witzerland 18.4 Italy ~.6 

~ingapore 18.3 fraiwan .t.6 
!United Kinp,dom 18.0 brcece 4.4 
United States ~.8 Spain k.2 
[canada tl.7 !venezuela ~.9 
Netherlands tls Slovenia ~.7 
Denmark t7.3 Poland ~.7 
Honp, Kong rt.2 !China ~.7 
~South Africa tl.l Arp,enlina ~.6 
a£_an tl.l Mexico ~.5 

Colombia tl.o Turkey ~.3 
10rance k;.9 Bulp,aria ~.1 
Czech Republic k;.8 Philippines ~.1 
Israel itJ.6 Thailand ~.1 
Belgium ~.5 Russia 12.9 
Finland p.4 India ~.7 
Hunp,ary ~.2 Indonesia ~.1 
Germany lJ.2 Ep,ypt li.l 
Norway ~.1 Saudi Arabia/Gulf States ~.8 
Ireland ~.8 Romania 1.5 

!Malaysia f5.8 
Korea f5.8 
[Austria ~.6 
Slovakia ~.5 
~hile l5.s 
~urce: WITSA (2002) for the spending data; IMF (2002) for the GDP data 

Figure 1 takes a look at the interesting change in the spending ratios that has 

taken place over the period covered by the data. As there are too many 

countries to be displayed in one diagram, comparisons are made between 

larger countries and groups of countries only. The East Asian group consists 

of Hong Kong, Korea, Singapore and Taiwan. The European Union denotes 

its member states, excluding Luxemburg. 
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Latin America stands for those countries from this continent which are 

included in the dataset (i.e. Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Mexico, and 

Venezuela). The average share of ICT spending in GDP is presented for each 

group. It is surprising to find out that Japan, East Asia and the European 

Union have caught up with, and have even overtaken, the United States in 

the ratio of ICT spending to GDP. Latin America and China are also rapidly 

approaching the US level, whereas India's convergence seems to be much 

slower. It is also noteworthy that the other countries have started to approach 

the US level only rather recently, in the second half of the 1990s. The 

privatization of the Internet in the mid-1990s is one possible explanation for 

this rapid increase in ICT spending, the Y2J<3 problem may be another. 

Figur~l 
Sh;lr~~ tlf ICT ~f\.'llding inliDJI. I•N3-200I 
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Source: WITSA (2002) for the spending data; IMF (2002) for the GDP data 

3 Y2K problem was encountered by the a>mputers which were programmed to synchronise 
files with two-digit years, which failed to operate when confronted with data from th<! 
millennium- after. 
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2.4 EXPLAINING THE ADOPTION OF ICT 

There are numerous variables which can be thought of as having an influence 

on them. A simple demand and supply framework, borrowed from Gordon 

(2000), is therefore helpful in highlighting the most important determinants of 

ICT use. Figure 2 presents a standard downward-sloping demand curveD for 

a component of ICT, say, the computer, and two supply curves, S1 and S2· 

The supply curves have been drawn as horizontal lines to illustrate the fact 

that the marginal costs are small in computer production. Technological 

progress in the computer component manufacturing industry causes the 

supply curve to fall steadily from S1 to S2. P's and Q's denote the 

corresponding equilibrium prices and quantities. 

Clllllf'llh:r 
pri~-~ 

Figure2 
Supply and demand for computers 
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The fast technological progress in the manufacture of ICT equipment has 

been and still is the key factor increasing the supply and reducing the price of 

ICT. This technological revolution started with the invention of the transistor 

in the late 1940s.lt is a semiconductor device that acts as an electrical switch 

and encodes information in binary form. Integrated circuits, consisting of a 

large number of transistors, were introduced in the late 1950s. They were 

originally developed for data storage and retrieval. In the early 1970s 

integrated circuits also gave rise to microprocessors with functions that can 

be programmed by software. Both the memory chip and the microprocessor 

are the essential components of the personal computer which was first 

developed in the late 1970s. 

The rapid technological progress in semiconductor manufacturing has made 

it possible to increase exponentially the number of transistors that can be 

placed on a silicon chip. The transistor density has been observed to double 

every 18 mon~~~ ~ pr.enorr:enon known as Moore's Law, named after Gordon 

E. Moore who is a cofounder of Intel Corporation. As, for example, Jorgenson 

(2001) has reminded us, the first microprocessor in 1971 had 2,300 transistors 

whereas the Pentium 4 released in November 2000 had 42 million of them. 

This means that the transistor density has increased on average by 34 per cent 

per year. 

Moore's Law describes the fact that successive generations of semiconductors 

are better and faster. More data can be stored, retrieved and processed at 

greater speed. When information is defined as anything that can be digitized 

encoded as a stream of binary digits or bits this means that a revolution in 

storing, processing and transmitting information is indeed going on. 
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Information and communication technology plays a central role here as it 

develops the required tools. It amplifies brainpower in a way analogous to 

that in which the previous industrial revolutions amplified muscle power 

(Cohen, DeLong and Zysman 2000). 

Semiconductor prices have plummeted closely parallel to Moore's Law on the 

growth of chip capacity. Jorgenson (2001) reports that memory chip prices 

declined by a factor of 27,720 or at 41 per cent per year in the United States 

between 197 4 and 1996. The price decline accelerated to more than 90 per cent 

per year in the mid-1990s when this industry shifted from a three-year 

product cycle to a two-year one. 

The ongoing technological improvement in se1nkvnductors moves the supply 

curve of computers down in Figure 2, as illustrated by the shift from 51 to 52. 

Computer prices fall and quantities purchased rise. If there is no change in 

the demand curve or if it moves up more slowly than the supply curve shifts 

down in Figure 2, then the relationship between prices and quantities 

observed in the market for computers should be a downward-sloping curve. 

Unfortunately, data on computer prices and quantities for other countries are 

not available, preventing direct cross-country comparisons of computer 

investment or other components of ICT. But in any case, similar price and 

quantity trends must have materialized elsewhere as, well, explaining in part 

the increasing shares of ICT spending in GDP shown in Figure 1. 

Demand-side factors affecting ICT adoption and diffusion are better 

amenable to international comparison. The level of income is perhaps the 

most obvious of these factors. 
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CONCLUSION: 

The importur.cc of the question of digital divide lies in the underlying threat 

that it may get exacerbated as more and more proliferation of the reigning 

ICT of our time, i.e., the ICTs happen. It does not take a great deal of 

imagination to see that the patterns of divide coincide with the lines of 

income inequality. The regional variations also have such a core-periphery 

status, whereby the regions which are relatively more advanced economically 

have access to better ICT infrastructure than others. This makes these regions 

better equipped to reap' the benefits of further advances in this field. 

Diffusion is supposed to lower these differences and equate the disparities 

around the world. But, the patterns of diffusion in the presence of income 

inequalities have shown a picture that has threatening implications for future. 

The policy framework has to be prepared to face such a scenario. 
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CHAPTER-IV 

THE DETERMINANTS OF DIFFUSION OF ICf: 

A CROSS COUNTRY ANALYSIS 

4.1. Introduction 

We will address diffusion of ICfs from the consumption side. Here, we are 

interested in the diffusion of these technologies (i.e., mobiles, personal 

computers and internet) as technologies of consumption that end-users 

acquire and use. This is not the approach taken in most studies, which look at 

measuring productivity and how it relates to technology adoption and 

inequality. We .vill consider ICfs as consumption goods. Hence, looking at 

how salaries have changed due to the incorporation of new technologies at 

the workplace and how salaries have changed in order to reward those 

having the know-how to use them is not our primary goal. Such analyses 

make more sense when technologies are seen as production goods. In 

contrast, this study is concerned with finding out the variables that better 

explain the adoption of consumption ICfs across countries. 

In fact, the fundamental hypothesis we intend to test is whether the 

relationship between economic inequalio/ and technological change can be 

understood not only on the produ~tion side as a complementarity between 

skills and new technologies1, but also, from the consumption side, in the way 

that individuals have disposable income to buy new technology. High levels 

of inequality may limit the opportunities for new technologies to diffuse: less 

people have resources available to buy them. If this conjecture is valid, then 

t As shown in the survey conducted in the Chapter-2 
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one would expeet new technologies to exhibit slower diffusion rates .where 

inequality is higher. 

We shall also explore the behaviour of different socio-economic determinants 

after dividing the countries in terms of their income (GDP per capita) into 

high income, middle income and low-income countries on the relative rate of 

growth of diffusion of these technologies. Along the way we shall trace the 

relationship of older ICfs like cable TV and telephone with the diffusion of 

the new ICfs considered here, viz., Internet, Personal Computers (PC) and 

Mobile Phones. 

4.2. Model Specification and Methodology: 

We divide our analysis into three steps. In the first part the attempt will be to 

model diffusion of the three ICTs under study here. The next step will be an 

attempt to link the speeds of diffusion with the measures of income 

inequality. In the third step we shall try and regress these values of growth of 

each technology with a host of macro-economic variables. 

Step-1 

We know that the diffusion of any technology usually follows an 5-shaped 

path2• Following the most conventional method, we use a logistic growth 

curve3 to model the diffusion of each of these ICTs separately. . 

2 For a complete survey of the different interpretations of the S-shaped curve of diffusion, see 
Geroski, P.A., (2000), pp.-603-625. 
3 Pierre-Francois Verhulst developed the logistic growth model for population growth 
forecasting purposes in 1843. Griliches (1957) was the first to employ it for innovation 
diffusion. McKnight et al (2001) used this formulation in the context of ICTs. 
The model expression is: 
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The logistic growth curve is defined by 

* y(t) = y 1 

1 + exp-(a + bt) 

where the specifications and importance of the parameters are according to 

the Foot Note 3 in this chapter. 

After some rearrangement in this modet we get the linear relationship 

IJ y* J =a+ bt 1 
'\y*-y(t) 

* y(t) = y 
1 + exp- (a+ bt) 

(1} 

In Eq. (1}, y(t) is the number of adopters at time t. Additionally, Eq. (1} has three parameters: 
y*,b and a. parameter y* measures the number of potential adopters, which is approached by 
the logistic model after infinite lime: 

Iimy(t) = li.,( y* J = y* 
"\ 1 + exp- (a+ bt) 

(2} 

Parameter b can be determined as follows. After differentiating and rearranging, Eq. (1) can 
be transformed into the form: 

b = y'(t)/y(t) 
[y * -y(t)]/ y * 

(3) 

Now, the numerator of Eq. (3) is the growth rate of the diffusion process. The denominator 
represents the fraction of poteP.tial adopters, il'lo which the innovation has not diffused yet. 
Parameter b can thus be interpreted as a relative growth rate. It is the growth rate of diffusion 
divided by the not-ye'. adopted fraction of potential adopters. Finally, parameter a 
determines the liming of the diffusion process. It affects the location of the logistic model in 
the time scale. Together, parameters a and b determine the timing of y'(t)'s maximum: 

(4) 

Eq. (4) shows that a greater b gives an earlier maximum, since parameter a has a negative 
sign. This maximum point is also the sales peak of the innovation, the lime when most 
subscribers arc gained. 
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which allows for estimating the parameters of the 5-curve directly by 

ordinary least squares. 

The value of y* is assumed to be 100%, since each of the three technologies 

considered can, theoretically, be used by each and every person individually 

in all the countries . 

. We have fitted an S-shaped curved to the proliferation of each of the three 

technologies considered for each of the countries used in our analysis. Each 5-

shaped curve is estimated separately. This procedure generates a rate of 

growth coefficient for each country for each technology. In other words, the 

logistic curves serve as a summary device collapsing the levels of penetration 

of the new technology over time into the rate of growth coefficient. Then, we 

set up a vector with all these coefficients, b(c,r ), where c indicates the country 

and r the technology. 

Step-2 

We link diffusion rates to variables designated for income inequality next. 

The goal of the second part of our work is to assess the relationship between 

the rate of growth coefficient, b(c,r ), 

countries. 

and income inequalities across 
~ 

Consider a single technology and the vector of rate of growth coefficients for 

that technology br (c)=b(c,r ). We set up the model 

b-r (c)=X(c).p-r +J.n c (Model-l) 

where X( c) is a vector of independent variables used to explain variance in br 

(c) and /lT c is the error term. As our major goal is to relate the diffusion of 

technology to inequality, X( c) includes the level of income inequalities for the 
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countries considered. X( c) also includes GDP per capita (at constant 1995 US 

$). 

Step-3 

Now, we try to relate some other explanatory socio-economic variables with 

the rate of growth of each technology after dividing the countries in the 

sample into 3 categories, High Income (HI), Middle Income (MI) and Low 

Income (LI). 

In Model-l we tried to go for an ordinary least square (OLS) estimation and 

we averaged out all the explanatory variables, viz., income inequality and 

GDP over time, in order to cope up with the mass of missing data for 

different years. But here we go for a generalised least square (GLS)4 cross

country panel analysis. We do this by generating the b values as time 

varying5• 

4 Panel estimation using GL54: 
The basic equation from which the model is developed is given by: 
yu= Xit + U;t; where i = 1. ...... m is the number of units (or panels) and t = 1. .... n is the number 
of observations for the panel i. In case of Ordinary Least Squares (OLS), the coefficients ar<! 
estimated by: 

p (ols) = (x'x) -lx'y 

And _the GLS results are given by: 
A A A 

p (gls) = (x'Oy)-1 x'Q-ly, 

where Q is the estimated variance-covariance matrix. In many cross-sectional data sets, the 
variance for each panel generally differs. We suspected heteroscedasticity across the panels. 
In this chapter, this is confirmed by Cook-Weisberg test for the presence of h<!teroscedasticity 
across the panels. This is the reason why, GLS was used instead of the OLS technique. 

s We take the ceiling value y* in Eq. (1) in footnote 3 and formed the function, 
y(t)* = y.POPt, where, POP, is the population of the country concerned at time t, and y is 

the fraction of the population which could rationally function as the no. of potential adopters. 
We started with a value of y=0.8, i.e., starling with 80% of the people as the potential 
adopters for all the countries. Although not fully realistic, this model is more realistic than 
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We set up the model: 

b;(r,c, t)= X Tct p Tct+e Tct (Model-2) 

where, i= high-income, middle income, low-income. 

-r= mobile, internet, personal computer, 

c=the countries (we have taken 51 countries in our sample6) 

x=the vector of explanatory variables to be defined in the next section. 

P=the vector of coefficients 

e=the error term. 

Here bi(T,c,t ) captures the speed of diffusion of technology r, in country c at 

timet. It is estimated as shown in footnote-S, in this chapter. 

4.3. Description of the Explanatory Variables 

In the first model, we have regressed two different measures of inequality: 

"IN", and EHII, standing for the theil index of wage inequality got from 

UTIP7, and the estimated household inequalities (EHll) got from the same 

source8 respectively, with the b values (speed of diffusion) for all the three 

technologies separately. 

assuming that the number of potential adopters remains constantlhroughoutth<~ diffusion 
period. Now, once y(t)"varies, following the method described in st<~p-1 in this S<!clion, w<~ 
can generate lime varying b values for each country in the sample. 
6 To get a list of the countries included in the study here, see Table-4.2 in this chapter. 
7 University of Texas Inequality Project. 
sCan be accessed at http://utip.&ov.utexas.edu/. This database has inequality data up till 
1999. But, our period of survey is 1991-2001. Therefore, assuming that the income inequality 
pattern would not change much in two years' lime, we imputed the average inequality 
values for each country for the missing data. 
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In the model-2 our quest has been to explain the differential diffusion across 

the different countries through the explanatory socio-economic factors. For 

this purpose, we have 14 explanatory variables, which are thought to have an 

impact on the rate of diffusion of ICfs. 

The most obvious variable is the income level captured by GPP per capita 

(1995 constant US$) denoted by V1 here. Along with this we have taken a 

series of other economic factors: 

Communications, Computers etc. taken as percentage of service exports (V2), 

as also imports of these items (V3), for we have reason to believe that these 

have an effect on the rates of adoption of different countries; gross fixed 

capital formation as percentage of GDP (V4), ICT expenditure taken as 

percentage of GDP (Vs), for we have reason to believe that expenditure in 

ICTs and the capital formation rates should have a positive impact on the rate 

of growth of ICTs. 

We think that ICTs have a leading role to play in the service sector in the 

economy hence we have taken employment in services as percentage of total 

employment (V6). Also the extent of urbanisation as percentage of total 

population (V7) is a variable that is almost obvious. We have reason to believe 

that degree of openness of an economy also influences the availability of 

these technologies as spillover through trade. For openness (Vt4) we have 

taken the ratio of the total of exports and imports to GDP, as the standard 

proxy. 

The human capital has been captured by the levels of secondary education 

(VK). To couple with this we have taken the levels of the tertiary school 

education (V9), since, we have reason to believe that these technologies are 
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skill-biased to a degree. The number of personal computers installed in 

education (V1o) is taken to supplement this implicit skill-bias hypothesis. To 

complete the elaborate set of models capturing the quality of extant human 

capital, we have also included the illiteracy rates {Vn). 

Finally, an attempt has been made to see whether the adoption of older ICTs. 

like telephone mainlines (Vu), and television (V13) have had a positive effect 

on the rates of adoption of the different countries under study. 

The data for all these variables have been taken from World Development 

Indicators (WDI, 2003). All the values missing in the dataset have been 

imputed with the group means, for the different income categories. 

4.4. Relationship among the diffusion of different ICfs 

We start by noting that there is a strong interaction among the evolution of 

the penetration of the three technologies studied. Also along time, it is 

possible that one technology exert some influence on the diffusion of another 

technology that somehow has a connection to the former. We began by 

performing a bivariate analysis on the penetration of each technology over 

time that allows for calculating the coefficients of correlation for each pair of 

technologies. Table 1 depicts the results. 

It is worth noting that there is a positive and strong association between the 

three technologies that we are studying, especially in the case of ownership of 

personal computers and Internet access. While this might not be surprising 

because today it is still very likely that one needs a computer to connect to the 

Internet, the strong association between PCs and mobiles and between 

mobiles and the Internet shows that technologies in the information 
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revolution are very much tied to each other and the use of one of them clearly 

prompts the use of the other~, especially when the diffusion of newer ICfs 

that enable to use the internet through cell phones 

Table-4.1 

Coefficients of Correlation for Pairs of Technologies 

p(PC-Internet) 0.907 

p(PC-Mobile) 0.847 

p(Mo bile-Internet) 0.891 

The above observation indicates that when examining the diffusion of one 

technology, one must relate it to the diffusion of the other technologies, for 

example, because of the, sometimes sine qua non, need of having one 

technology to use the other. However, we also observe that after a certain 

critical mass of users has been achieved, the growth of the penetration rate of 

a technology is self-sustained given the network effects, therefore less 

dependent on the penetration of complementary technologies. That is, two 

regimes in the relationship between the diffusion of ICfs and the 

complementarity among these technologies might be expected. 

4.5. Results of Fitting the Logistic Curve 

This section discusses the results of fitting S-shaped curves to the 

proliferation of ICfs, for each technology and for each country, obtained by 

computing the parameter b of the logistic function by employing the method 

suggested in section 4.2. Table 4.2. shows the coefficients b(c, T) obtained. All 

the regressors are statistically significant for the three technologies at the 1% 

level. Additionally, the R2 for the regressions ran vary between 0.6487 and 

0.9971, which are high. Hence, the results confirm the hypothesis that the S-
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shaped curves are good functional forms to explain the diffusion of ICfs 

within countries. 

If we remember that there is a positive relationship between the rate of 

growth coefficient band the proliferation of technology, we can conclude that 

the technology with a slower diffusion rate is Personal Computers, since bpc 

is always the lowest coefficient for each country. 

It seems convenient to understand why the rate of coefficient growth for 

personal computers is the smallest of the three rates computed. One potential 

reason is that the initial investment required to buy a personal computer is 

substantially superior in comparison to the investment needed for example to 

use a mobile phone. The technology associated with a PC is older than the 

others analyzed in this chapter, which implies that the diffusion's stage of PC 

could be more advanced than for other ICTs. Thus, the growth of mobile and 

Internet access is higher also because there is a gap to fill until they reach the 

same diffusion's stage of PCs. Another possible explanation relates to skills. 

The PC technology is much more skill intensive that the other technologies 

considered, mobile phones and the Internet. In reality, the skill-demanding 

characteristic of PC conditions the rate of coefficient growth of the diffusiui• 

of such technology. 

Finally, it is also possible to observe that at least two thirds of the countries in 

this sample present a value for parameter b referring to Internet access 

greater than the respective value for mobile. The remaining countries, with a 

few exceptions, seem to belong to a group of less developed nations. This 

would suggest that these countries "leapfrog" to using mobile phones 

without having used the Internet so much. However, such an analysis must 

deserve caution. It might be that these countries cannot use so much the 
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Internet because there is no installed PC based that allows for doing so. To 

delve more seriously into this issue one should characterize the investments 

in ICTs in these countries in order to understand to what extent it is easier to 

deploy wireless technologies and mobile phones rather than computer 

networks. Other possible explanations for the use of mobile phones as a 

substitute to fixed phones in less developed societies include the fact that the 

poor cannot afford installation costs and that fixed lines are not easily 

available in the market due to infrastructure limitations. 

4.6. Analysis of the results of the models 

The previous section estimated the growth coefficient for the logistic curves 

aimed at capturing the diffusion of ICTs in each country. This section relates 

these coefficients to the macro socio-economic variables discussed in section 

4.3, as a way to explain the relationship between these variables and the 

diffusion of ICTs. Therefore, we have considered a set of models in which we 

write the growth coefficient as a function of these variables. We divide this 

section into 2 parts- the first part relating the rate of diffusion to measures of 

income inequality and the second part with the other variables. 

Part-1 

The first model includes two independent variables: economic inequality, 

measured by the Theil Index and represented by IN in our model, and a 

variable that gauges the ability of the population to acquire additional goods 

and services- the gross domestic product per capita converted to 



international dollars using constant 1995 US$ rates: 

b-r (c)= a t.IN(c) + tt2.GDP(c) + t: (c) 

Equation 1 - Modell i 
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Table 4.3 shows the results obtained from estimating this model with linear 

least squares. We observe that inequality has a positive correlation to the rate 

of growth coefficient and is always significant at the 1% level. Therefore, our 

study indicates that the diffusion of technology increases with higher levels of 

inequality. This fact could be explained by the hypothesis of Galbraith (1998) 

that suggests that that new commodities diffuse from the rich to the masses. 

In an unequal society, with an economic elite, it would be easier to introduce 

new technologies, and so one would expect that these new consumer goods 

become part of the everyday life even for low-income households. As new 

technologies become mature, their prices fall, and they become available to 

poorer people at substantially lower prices than were first paid by the 

economic elites. 

As expected, the GOP per capita is positively correlated with the dependent 

variable and statistically significant at the 1% level for all the three 

technologies considered. Additionally, note that for this model and for all the 

three technologies considered, the adjusted R2 are high (between 0.85 and 

0.88) for the whole model, which attests for the explanatory power of this 

model. 

Instead of using the wage inequality Theil index from UTIP, the Model-l i 

includes a variable that measure the household income inequality (EHII). The 

main difference between the Theil index from UTIP and EHII is that the 

former pertains only to economic inequality across the industrial sector and 

the latter is wider in the sense that it includes annual estimates of household 

income inequality for most countries. The model can be written as: 
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b-,; (c) =a z.EHII(c) + a 2.GDP(c) + t: (c) 

Equation-2 -Model-l ii 

Looking at Table 4.4 it is possible to observe that the Eq. (2) model-1 ii 

presents better measures of goodness of fit (adjusted R2 and F-statistic) when 

compared with Model 1 i. Eq. (2)-model-1 ii shows that the variable GDP per 

capita is not statistically significant for any of the three technologies and that 

the signs of coefficients for GDP per capita are negative. It is worth 

remembering that in model 1 i this variable is significant at the 1% level. 

Computing the coefficient of correlation between the two measures of 

inequality used in the models and the GDP it is possible to see that the results 

show a low level of association between the variables. 

Part-2: 

We now go on to the GLS panel study9 of the different explanatory variables. 

The results are summarised in Table-S and Table-Sa. 

Looking at Table-4.S, we can conclude that even though we have used 

different income levels as control variables (having already divided our 

samples into 3-income categories), we find continued significance of the 

variable per capita income (captured by V1 i.e., the GDP per capita at 1995 

constant US $), in all the three income categories and for all the technologies. 

The results are there in column-1 ofTable-4.4. 

We can see that most of the coefficient here are negative and significant with 

the exception of mobile and internet for high-income countries and PCs for 

middle-income countries. This result was also seen in Model 1 ii .• The 

9 The model is described in detail in section 4.2. in this chapter. 
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explanation can be found in a closer inspection of the diffusion curve. In the 

S-curve of diffusion of any technology there are two slow growth periods 

sandwiched in between a high growth period. Though adopters are adopting 

the ICT still, the rate of growth (speed of diffusion, our dependant vanable) is 

mostly getting slower in high income countries, because, most of them started 

adopting the ICTs early and are beyond the inflection point of the logistic 

curve and thus the rate of growth of adoption of these ICTs are moving in the 

opposite direction to that of increase in income levels in high income 

countries. But, the case of internet having a positive significant coefficient for 

high-income countries for GDP per capita is intriguing. One of the 

explanations that can be given is that adoption of internet is gradually 

increasing at a faster rate still, due to the fact that it is co-opting other 

communication technologies, and the access charges are coming down. ln the 

middle-income countries the adoptions of PCs show a positive relationship 

with the rate of adoption. 

Columns 2 and 3 depict the results obtained for the '.'::>riable V2 Clnd V3. They 

depict the ICf components of service exports and imports respectively. The 

pattern that emerges is very much according to our expectations. We have 

reason to believe that Business Process Outsourcing (BPO) has a direction 

from the developed (high-income) countries to low income countries which 

will reflect in the positive association of the export variable with the speed of 

ICT diffusion for the low-income countries but as a negative association f()r 

the high-income category of countries. Looking at the results obtained in 

columns 2 and 3 in Table 4.5.a, we can conclude that our hypothesis has been 

proved true for high-income countries in case of mobiles and internet, where 

the coefficient for V2 are negative and significant but that ofV3 are positive (in 

the case of mobiles) and significant (in the case of internet). In fact the same 

trend can also be seen for middle-income countries too for the above said 
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variables, where we find positive association of the speed of diffusion of ICf 

with the ICf service imports and negative association with ICf exports. This 

may be because, in our categorisation, we classified the higher middle-income 

countries of WDI (2003) as our middle-income countries and these countries · 

also outsource their Information Technology Enabled Services (ITES) to the 

low-income countries. However for Low-income countries, we find the 

reverse trend for mobile and internet. One anomaly that can be noticed here 

is the case of PCs. PC is an older ICT and its speed of diffusion is also 

remarkably slower than the other two considered here. Again the nature of 

the diffusion curve played a role here in the trends that can be seen. The rates 

of diffusion of PCs have slowed down in the higher-income countries. 

Therefore we can see here the positive association of diffusion of PC with the 

percentage of ICT components in service exports (which has a 11egative trenci 

over time, i.e. it is coming down over the years for these countries) and a 

negative association with service imports (which are growing). But for 

middle-income and low-income countries, where the diffusion of PCs have 

not been satisfactory, they show a positive association with the percentage of 

rcr components in service imports (which are coming down for these 

countries) and a negative association with the service exports. 

Gross fixed capital formation (column 4, Table 4.5.a) is a proxy for the 

portion of investment that finally translates into the infrastructure of an 

economy. We can find a positive association of the variable with the rate of 

diffusion of all the technologies, underlying the need for a strong 

infrastructure base for the diffusion of the ICTs. Similarly, for ICT 

expenditure as percentage of GDP (which is sluggish for the middle income 

and low-income countries), we can find a positive association with diffusion 

of PCs, which is the slowest of all the technology to diffuse. This variable has 

negative coefficients (albeit insignificant) for the rate of growth of mobiles. 

' 
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The rapid growth of mobiles in the absence of corresponding growth in ICf 

expenditure is a mystery. Like PCs, internet growth is also positively 

associated with this variable. 

Services (particularly ICf based services) have very low employment 

elasticity10• That is why in most countries we see the employment statistics 

show a negative relation with the speed of growth. All the relations are 

statistically significant and have negative sign except PCs for low-income 

countries, where we see a positive relationship with the proliferation of the 

technology. This is perhaps alluding to the fact that growing ITES and BPO 

are actually creating some jobs in these countries. 

Table 4.5a, column 7 shows the nature of association of the percentage of 

population living in urban areas with the speed of diffusion of the three ICfs. 

We can see that the rates of diffusion are mostly negatively related with this 

variable for low-income and middle-income countries (with the only 

exception being PCs in c~::: -:flow-income countries). But, for high-income 

countries, not unexpectedly, the association is positive and significant for two 

out of three ICfs (mobile, internet). This is due to the fact that unlike low

income and middle-income countries, the urban-rural divide is not that rigid 

in the high-income countries. In case of PCs for low-income countries, the 

positive and significant association could be because ~f the sluggish rate of 

growth of PCs. 

The first four columns of Table 4.5.a show the skill capability of huinan 

capital and its relationship in the panel study with the rate of diffusion of 

these ICfs. We can see that, both primary and tertiary education (variable 8 

10 i.e., lh<?Y do nol show significant changes in employment creation even with cn?a lion of 
new jobs. 
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and 9) are positively associated with the rate of diffusion of all the three 

technologies, wherever they are significant. Variable (10) captures an 

advanced skill (viz., computers in education). Except mobiles for middle

income countries, it has a positive relationship with the rate of diffusion of 

internet in high-income countries and that of PCs in middle-income and low

income countries as expected. The fact that for mobiles this variable is 

significantly negative in all countries is a puzzle. The column 11 in Table S.a 

shows the relationship of illiteracy rates with the speed of diffusion. In case of 

internets and mobiles, we can find the expected negative and significant 

relationship with illiteracy rates of different countries. But, the positive and 

significant association between illiteracy rates and the rate of diffusion of PCs 

in the regression (though contrary to our analysis) can be attributed to the on

to-one relationship between the illiteracy rates and the growth ofPCs. 

Next, we see the relationship between the older ICTs- telephone mainlines 

(column 12) and television (column 13) and the three ICTs we are studying 

here. We can see the substitution effect of t!-.c r.:ob;les fo: telephone mainlines 

in the negative and significant association between these two (for the low

income and middle-income countries). The negative association between the 

telephone mainlines and PCs is more difficult to explain. The same 

technology substitution effect can be seen in the negative association between 

televisions and PCs for all the three categories of countries. In the c~se of 

high-income countries the rate of growth of television has come ~own, and 

thus it has a negative and significant relationship between television and 

mobiles here. But, in low-income countries television is still growing and thus 

it has a positive and significant coefficient for this category (i.e., vis-a-vis 

mobiles). 
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The last column in the table captures the relationship of the rate of diffusion 

with the degree of openness of an economy (proxied by the ratio of the sum 

of exports and imports and GDP). We can see that the degree of openness of 
-

an economy has had a positive spill over effect over the diffusion of the ICfs. 

The only exception here is the case of diffusion of PCs in low-income 

countries. We see from the adoption figures that in spite of the gradual 

opening of the economies, the diffusion of PCs has not spread as it did in the 

high-income and middle-income countries. 

The explanatory power of modP.I-2 can be attested through the fact that for all 

the models used in this part, the Wald Chi-square statistics is significant at 1% 

level of significance. 

4.7. Conclusion: 

We found many significant aspects of diffusion of ICfs in this chapter. For a 

start, i~ l-'fO\ed m:gative our hypothesis that diffusion ofiCfs diffuse faster in 

the presence of more equality. In fact, we saw the positive association of 

income inequalities with the rate of diffusion of the three ICTs studied here. 

This bares a very unc~111fortable fact and that is- most of the ICf revolution 

that we are talking about is actually affecting a microscopic portion of the 

people. This is not to play down the importance of this as a GPT-we can not 

just shy away from it. But, .like we saw in the survey in Chapter-2 in this 

study, where we found that ICfs through its inherent skill-bias, it actually 

pushes up the wage inequalities in an economy, this chapter also showed the 

unmistakable fact that though there is considerable diffusion of the ICfs, it 

has strong complementarities with skill (education here) and it is urban based 

mostly. 
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Yet again we confirmed some oft-found conclusions about ICTs- that it has a 

significant skill-bias, i.e., most of its adopters need some educational 

qualification to adopt it, even when it is considered from a consumption 

perspective. We proved (albeit indirectly) the fact that its diffusion is affected 

by the shifts in the international labour market, where through BPO high 

income nations are sending out their low-end jobs to low-income countries. 

But, a lot of limitations in this study stem from the nature of the data we have 

taken. WDI (2003), though a repository of a great number of variables, has 

many gaps. Though every effort was made to maintain the robustness of the 

analysis, some data imputing (by group averages) had to be made, which 

smoothened out the time variations in the study. The model specification 

also, we think suffers from the defect of being dictated by the availability of 

data. 

Significantly though, the goal of our study, i.e., analysing the causal factors of 

differential diffusion of ICTs in the presence of income inequalities showed 

that Kuznets' hypothes;.; .. -.ay !Je at -.vork in this diffusion process. 
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Table-4.2 
Country 

inc code b _pc b internet b mobile 
Argentina 2 0.23 0.75 0.76 
Australia 1 0.16 0.44 0.6 

t-----
Austria 1 0.19 0.5 0.42 

BelpJum 1 0.2 0.8 0.5 

Brazil 2 0.3 0.82 1.1 
--~ ----·. ----- ~- ·~~--~--

Bulgaria 3 0.14 1.2 I 

Canada 1 0.18 0.6 0.4 

Chile 2 0.24 0.7 0.5 

China 3 0.23 0.8 0.81 

Colombia 3 0.22 0.56 0.6 

Croatia 2 0.21 0.71 0.72 

Cyprus 1 0.34 0.91 0.54 

C1.<'Ch R(!J'ublk 2 0.3 0.41 1 

Denmark 1 0.21 0.7 0.3 

Ecua<ior 3 0.3 0.6 0.6 

Er,ypl, Arab Rep. 3 0.25 0.9 0.13 

Finland 1 0.21 0.5 0_14 

France 1 0.16 0.6 0.5 

Germany 1 0.2 0.6 11.6 

Greece 1 0.1 0.6 ~ II.K 

Honp, Konp,, China 1 0.2 11.6 0.5 

Hunp,ary 2 0.23 0.81 11.75 

Ireland 1 0.28 11.6 11.12 

India 3 0.15 11.7 0.75 

Ireland 1 0.18 0.71 0.6 

lsracl 1 0.16 0.64 11.7 

Italy 1 0.18 0.74 0.67 

japan 1 0.2 0.82 0.55 

Korea, Rep. 2 0.25 0.76 0.66 

Kuwait 1 0.28 11.7 0_11 

Latvia 2 0.21 0.72 0.76 

Uthuania 2 0.17 0.75 0.76 

l.uxembourr. 1 o.tn 0.8 0.61 

Malaysia 2 0.27 1.3 0.44 

Mexico 2 0.21 0.73 0.6 

Netherlands 1 0.2 0.46 0.47 

New Zealand 1 0.2 0.7 0.5 

Norway 1 0.2 0.5 11.3 

l'aki.o;tan 3 0.14 0.71 0.64 

Philippines 3 0.2 1 0.5 

l~oland 2 0.24 0.8 1.03 

Russian Federation 3 0.3 1 0.9 

Sinr.apore 1 0.26 0.7 0.4 

Slovak Republic 2 03 0.8 I. In 

South Africa 2 0.26 0.55 II.K 

Spain 1 0.18 0.71 11.76 

Sweden 1 0.21 0.56 IL"\4 

Thailand 3 0.23 L13 1.54 
---·------~- ---· --- . ------·-··-------- ------------ ·- -~ 

Turkf.y 2 0.22 0.86 0.6.1 

United Kinf~dom 1 0.14 0.65 11.41 

United Stales 1 0.13 0.42 11.4 

~ *Here income codes 1,2,3 denote high, middle and low income countries according to WDI(2003) 
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GOP Per Capita 

Adjusted R2 

PC 
2.823** 

- (8.80) 
7.9e-06** 

(7.83) 
0.878 

Table-4.3 

Model-l• 
Internet 
10.589** 
{10.05) 

0.000021** 
(6.58) 
0.880 

[t-t.est valu<!S in parentheses 

Mobile 
9.024** 
(8.97) 

0.000017** 
(5.6<J) 
0.8-t<J 
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*Significant at5%; **significant at 1 %; the variables are as described in section 4.3, in this 
chapter.] 

EHII 

GOP Per Capita 

Adjusted R2 

PC 
0.0062** 
(12.30) 

-9.6c-07 
(0.76) 
0.914 

Table-4.4 

Model-111 
Internet 
.0213** 
(12.64) 

-5.05c-06 
(-1.20) 
0.914 

[t-lcst values in parentheses 

Mobile 
.0177** 
(8.<J7) 

-3.86e-06 
(-0.90) 
0.873 

*Significant al5%; **significant all%; the variables arc as described in section 4.3, in this 
chapter.] 
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Table-4.5 
(Regression Results for Model-2) 

Category 
v1 v2 v3 v4 v5 V6 V7 

Mobile 
HI -2.50E-06* -0.02** 0.004** -.002 -.008 -0.021 ** 0.002* 

(2.07) (4.01) (5.49 (1.21) (1.63 (3.()8) (2.54) 
Ml -1.34E-06 -0.005** 0.003** 0.004 -.005 -0.0()4 * -0.002* 

(0.08) (3.57) (2.59 (1.96) (0.69 (2.34) (1.97) 

u -4.90E-06 ** -.00017 -(}.002* 0.008** -.003 -0.003 ** -(),004 ** 

(3.()9) (0.26) (2.37 (4.93) (0.51 (3) (6.75) 

Internet 

HI 3.68E-06** -0.002** -.0001 -().01 ** 0.003 -.<Xl2 0.001 * 
(2.99) (3.59) (1.79 (5.65) (0.60 (1.42) (2.27) 

Ml -().00002 * 0.003** .<Xl1 0.004 * 0.031 ** 0.005 ** -0.006** 

(2.08) (3.2) (1.33 (2.41) (4.91 (3.31) (6.52) 
Ll -.002** .001 -().()02 ** -.002 0.029** -ll.005 ** -().()02 ** 

(3.58) (1.67) (3.58 (1.17) (6.67 (5.5) (4.(}6) 

PC 

HI -3.11 E-06 ** -.0004 -(}.001 ** 0.003** -.001 -.<Xl1 .0001 

(4.69) (1.52) (2.85 (3.22) (0.43 (1.14) (0.30) 
Ml 7.94E-<l6** -().001 ** 0.001 ** 0.001 0.005** -.lXlOl -.<XXll 

(3.14) (2.72) (3.82 (1.80) (3.79 (0.51) (0.70) 
Ll -3.83E-06 ** -.0002 0.00<)4 * 0.003** .0<102 0.001 * 0.001 ** 

{9.04! {1.31! {2.38 {7.962 {0.22 {1.962 {6.41 ~ 
[Absolul<! value of z slalislics in parentheses 

*Significant al5%; **significant all%; lh<! variables arc as described in section 4.3, in this 
chapter.] 
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Table-4.5.a 
(Regression Results for Model-2) 

Category VB V9 VlO Vll V12 V13 V14 

Mobile 
HI .0003 0.001** -2.01e-08 -0.029*" -.0001 -0.0002 ...... 0.002 

(0.91) (2.88) (1.23) (12.57) (1.97) (3.76) (0.54) 
Ml 0.003** 0.002 -1.90E-07*" 0.008*" -0.001*" .0001 ().021 ...... 

(2.82) (1.60) (2.64) (3.07) (5.65) (0.83) (4.87) 
Ll .0004 0.002* -2.82e-08 -0.009*" -0.00036** 0.0002* 0.004 

(0.85) 92.57) (1.05) (9.19) (3.82) (2.57) (1.12) 

Internet 
HI .0003 0.001** 5.75E-08*" -0.007** -0.00003 -.0001 0.002 

(1.13) (2.77) (3.48) (2.89) (0.39) (1.6-l) (0.70) 

Ml 0.002** 0.001 5.24c-08 -0.014 ...... .(XlCXl2 -.(X)()l 0.009" 

(2.58) (1.21) (0.89) (6.38) (0.14) 1.5-I) (2.48) 

Ll .(X)(X)4 0.001* -2.52e-08 -0.003 "" -.CXl(X)3 .(X)007 -.om 
(0.10) (2.25) (1.11) (3.9) (C>.:\4) (1.06} (1.12) 

PC 
HI .(Xl03 O.OCXl3 -6.73c-11 ().()06 "" .(X)()04 -O.OCXl2 ** -.003 

(1.73) (1.20} (0.01) (4.44) (0.82} (6.68) (1.61) 

Ml 0.0003 ... .{X)009 4.74E-08 *" 0.003*" -0.()(Xl2 "* O.OCXX>5•• 0.002* 

(2.31) (0.58) (4.12) (6.6) (8.19) (2.84} (2.5) 

Ll 0.0003** 0.001** 1.70E-08 * .0001 -.(XlCXl4 -o.ocxn ..... -0.002* 

(2.68} (4.02} (2.38} {0.68) (1.71} {5.14} {2.26} 
[Absolule value of z slalislics in parenlhcscs 

"Significant al5%; *" significanl all%; Lhc variables are as descrilx~d in section 4.3, in lhis 
chaplN.] 
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We have established the causal link between income inequalities extant both 

within and among the different countries in the world on the one hand, and 

the nature of diffusion of ICTs on the other hand. If we take a look into the 

nature of different GPTs in the past and their patterns of diffusion, we will 

find some very consistent patterns emerging all through. Whichever place the 

GPTs may originate, diffusion through imitation activities has been a mode of 

dispersal of the technologies to other societies and the means to catch up with 

the leader/frontier, which almost always happens to be the pioneer. There 

are two aspects to the causal linkages between the GPTs and their linkages 

with the inequality pattern of the world. 

We have a Schumpeterian perspective all the time when we talk of growth 

and this neo-technology perspective stresses upon the fact that it is 

technological innovatiorls, which sustain growth. However diffusion is a 

short-cut &om the constant need to innovate, but at the same time sustain a 

healthy growth rate. On a mezzo-scale one can see that diffusion ameliorates 

the differences in technological endowment and fosters a faster growth rate. 

The case of successful catch-up of countries lagging behind by successfully 
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imitating and integrating the diffusion the new GPT with their socio

economic set-up has been historically proven. But, the catch here is successful 

adaptation of the GPT to the socio-economic institutions of the country. Since, 

diffusion of any GPT actually creates newer patterns of skill-endowment 

divide and hence queers the extant income inequalities. 

There are two aspects to the debate over the skill-biased technological change 

(SBTC) hypothesis. While some are of the view that the skill-bias is particular 

to certain technologies which are inherently so; whereas most of the 

technologies by its nature require skill-in-use and hence the skill-bias. 

Whatever is the case, one needs to look into the fact that Acemoglu (2001) 

argued to account for the relative absence of wage-difference induces income 

inequality in the western European countries. He showed that the countries 

in Europe have not showed appreciable increase in the income inequality 

rates because of the labour laws and strong unionisation there making it a 

self-regulating mechanism as a guard against drastic shifts in wage gradients. 

Therefore, in low-income countries the onus is on the neo-liberal regimes not 

to go for a blind imitation of the Bretton Wood institutes in making stringent 

exit laws should take a leaf &om this evidence. 

The fact is that, while many countries have benefited &om the information 

and communication technology revolution as producers, as yet there are not 
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many countries in which this technology has had visible impacts on 

productivity and economic growth at the aggregate level. In the long run, 

however, the benefits from ICT use are likely to exceed the benefits from its 

production. Moreover, whereas it is not possible for all countries to become 

ICT producers, it is certainly feasible for them to becc.me its sophisticated 

users. This alternative is becoming even more attractiv~ over time than the 

first option because of the continuing fast progress in ICT technology and the 

concomitant rapid decline of its price. While the adoption of ICT may not be 

sufficient to obtain the benefits from its use, it is definitely necessary. Policy

makers' attention should thus be drawn to the determinants of adoption and 

diffusion. 

It was shown that the level of income is a major determinant of ICT use. 

There is not much, however, that decision-makers can directly do to narrow 

down the GDP gap. The same conclusion applies to the production structure 

of the economy. The other determinants of ICT adoption and diffusion are 

better suitable to policy-making. The empirical analysis performed in this 

study as well as the results of many other studies show that the relative price 

of ICT matters for its adoption. If prices can be reduced by lowering taxes, 

tariffs and other trade barriers on ICT imports or by increasing competition in 

telecommunications markets, then these are the appropriate policy measures 

for promoting higher use. 
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Education matters as well. Its impact turned out to be very strong in the 

empirical analysis conducted here. Better educated workers have a 

comparative advantage with respect to learning and implementing new 

technology. Also, ICT technologies and their applications, such as business 

information systems, have been developed in advanced countries and, 

therefore, tend to be skill-complementary by design. But, given that ICT 

enables the redesign of production, work and management practices in any 

organization, an investment in the mere training of technical skills is not 

likely to be sufficient to promote the adoption and diffusion of ICT. The 

upgrading of behavioural and interpersonal skills is at least equally 

important. 

Training and education are important not only in providing skills for work 

and production, but also for providing a ~ ufficiently strong demand base for 

digital or 'knowledge' products. As argued in the introd.uctory section of this 

study, unlike physical goods, digital goods are non-rival in the sense that 

their use by one person, firm or country does not prevent others from using 

them. Once invented, they can be copied and transferred at negligible costs. 

For such products, it is the demand rather than the supply that limits 

adoption and diffusion. Consequently, training and educating consumers to 
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become sophisticated users of ICT will encourage their participation in the 

information economy and promote the use of ICT. 

There seems to be the need to rethink a lot of things while implementing the 

decisions for a rapid diffusion of ICTs. 
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